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A bstract

The aim of this study was the design of a cycle device to be used by patients with 

Spinal Cord Injury (SCI), using the technique of Functional Electrical Stimulation 

(FES). A complete literature review of former projects in the areas of Design Engi

neering, Control Engineering, Physiologic and Psychologic investigations in SCI FES 

cycling was done. All results achieved so far were summarized.

Based on the review, a commercially available tricycle was modified for the demands 

of SCI people. A 10 Bit shaft encoder was used to feed back information from the tri

cycle and the cyclist. A software for the stimulation of the muscles in the lower limbs 

was developed. The Real Time Toolbox of Matlab was used for the data acquisition 

between the tricycle and the PC.

A simple approach was invented to find a good first approximation of the individual 

stimulation pattern for the Gluteal, Hamstring, and Quadriceps muscle groups. 

Initial experiments were done. A velocity compensation routine, which was part of 

the software as well, allowed a healthy subject, stimulated via FES, to increase the 

pedal frequency to more than 100 rev per minute.

A closed loop controller, based on system identification and analytical controller de

sign, was implemented into the software as well. Experiments showed tha t the con

troller was able to fix the pedal frequency to a constant value on one hand, but also 

to solve dynamic tasks on the other hand. This is a significant original contribution, 

as this type of feedback controller has not previously been applied in FES cycling. 

The system described in the thesis is currently being used in a pilot study of FES 

cycling with three paraplegic subjects at the Southern General Hospital in Glasgow.
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Introduction

Functional Electrical Stimulation (FES), at least its effects, were primarily described 
by Franklin in the 18th century. Franklin described the possibility of evoking in
voluntary contractions of paralysed muscles by externally applied electricity. After 
these initial feasibility demonstrations nearly 200 years were to pass until functionally 
useful applications in paralysed muscles or body functions could be evoked by elec
trical stimulation. In the research-held of Control Theory and Computation Power 
the developments that have been made during the last 10 years are currently used to 
increase the effectiveness of the stimulated muscles, either for the more precise control 
of a single muscle, or in their collaboration and interaction to restore more complex 
movements.
Today FES is operated in different areas of the daily life, such as Bowel and Blad
der Management, Sexual Function, Walking Quality, Walking Speed and Cosmetic 
Aspects [74], whereby the ranking of these applications is equal to the demands of 
improvements in different aspects of disability. In terms of paralysed persons FES 
has been used in research settings to restore the ability to stand [21], walk [65], rise 
from a chair [6], climb stairs [21], and grasp objects [1].
There are musculoskeletal problems which typically arise after Spinal Cord Injury 
(SCI) happened. These problems include disuse atrophy, osteoporosis, and reduced 
joint mobility. The atrophy of the paralysed muscles can subsequently permit an 
accompanying loss of support of the skeletal system. This loss of support can re
sult in fractures and other injuries, when combined with osteoporosis. It would be 
desirable to provide appropriate exercise for the paralysed lower limbs to prevent 
or reverse these problems [62]. Electrical stimulation-induced exercise is believed to 
provide therapeutic benefits, such as improved muscle strength and endurance [87], 
improved cardiopulmonary fitness [31], improved circulation and decreased swelling 
due to edema [64], prevention of contractures [64], reduction in the rate of osteo
porosis [119], and decreased spasticity [64]. One major problem of the applications
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mentioned is the rapid muscle fatigue. Uncontrollable body balance and safety prob
lems arise in this regard.
[11] suggested that the muscle force induced during interm ittent stimulation produces 
a longer torque time course. Since cycling transmits interm ittent generated muscle 
forces of different muscle groups in a rotatory movement, it maximises the effective
ness of the electrically stimulated muscles compared to other means of locomotion 
[38]. For this reason paraplegic cycling on commercially available FES ergometers is 
supposed to provide long term health maintenance for paraplegic and quadriplegic 
patients more than any other exercise. Although therapeutic benefits in cycling have 
been demonstrated [28][32][54] [81][105][112] [133], the general usefulness of this tech
nology as a therapeutic modality is currently limited in terms of cycle time and 
Power O utput (PO) [83] [105]. Nevertheless the oxygen consumption (Cardiac Out
put) in FES-induced computer-controlled cycling reaches 15 litres min"^ [94] [99] [104], 
whereas the highest cardiac output elicited to lift a weight, described in [97] [98], was 
about 7 litresm in“ .̂ As we see computer-controlled aerobic exercise through FES bi
cycle ergometer has taken on importance in the clinical setting of many rehabilitation 
centres [112]. An additional advantage of FES cycling is tha t the individuals with 
paraplegia can safely perform the exercise [5].

This project was started with a literature survey to get an idea of the work done 
in this area so far, and to get a first impression of possible problems. The review is 
also the first Chapter of this thesis.
Chapter 2 treats the tricycle ordered and the modifications made to allow paralysed 
people cycling.
The muscles of the cyclist’s lower limbs are controlled via computer. The software 
developed and the initial tests done, as well as the first results achieved can be found 
in the third Chapter.
The fourth Chapter describes the development of a closed loop speed controller for 
SCIEES cycling.
Chapter 5 reflects the whole project and gives an outlook of the things to be done in 
future work. It also describes a possibility to increase the performance in SCIEES 
cycling using a mathematical variation and optimization approach.



Chapter 1 

Literature Survey

Research in the area of rehabilitation engineering and neuroprotheses has been carried 
out for at least 50 years. This Chapter reflects the investigations made and results 
achieved in terms of muscle stimulation, the design of cycle devices, and also in terms 
of medical effects observed during up to now.
Different cycle devices will be discussed in the following Section. The focus will 
be first on unsupported devices operated by muscle-power only (FES-stimulated). 
Motor-assisted tricycles will be reviewed in the succeeding Subsection. Force sensors 
developed so far will be specified in the last part of this Section.
The second Section of this Chapter treats the techniques used for the operation of 
the devices described. The dynamic models established and the muscles involved in 
cycling are presented.
The problems discovered in previous work in terms of muscle stimulation, cycle param
eter optimisation -such as the influence of modified seat positions, and the individual 
stimulation pattern- are outlined in the third Subsection.
The third Section surveys the results tha t have been obtained so far in terms of 
Cardiopulmonary, Metabolic, Skeletal, and Psychological effects.

1.1 D evices

Cycling of paralysed persons usually is performed with three or four wheeled devices 
because of balance and safety advantages [91] [100] [108]. Postural stability on a two- 
wheel cycle is impossible with high levels of spinal cord injury. The seats used are 
either standard recumbent ones, which normally are fitted on tricycles, or modified 
ones with shoulder and waist straps to hold the person in place [38] [91] [100]. In case
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of quadriplegic individuals cycling the tricycle, the seat has to be changed to a high- 
back one to provide postural support [91].
All kinds of control systems need feedback information, the simplest of which is to 
measure the position of the foot [108]. To do this in FES walking it is necessary 
to measure the angles of the hip, knee and ankle joints. Cycling is simpler, as the 
foot motion is constraint by the pedals. W ith the use of ankle braces the motion 
is restricted yet further and it becomes possible to use just one angle, that of the 
crank, to define the geometry of the entire leg, assuming known lengths of shank and 
thigh. The stimulation can then be synchronised with the crank angle. To provide 
the computer with information to increase the amount of stimulation to the legs and 
thereby to increase the speed, every device is endowed with some kind of a throttle, 
which are well known from motorcycles for example.
In FES cycling the ankle needs to be stabilised against plantar/dorsiflexion, inter
nal/external rotation and inversion/e version. It is also necessary to prevent varus /  
valgus of the legs, although this needs not necessarily be done at the ankle. Stability 
can be achieved through the use of orthoses, although it should be possible, at least 
theoretically, to use FES to provide dynamic bracing [103]. Dynamic bracing of the 
ankle during FES walking has been described by [4] [7] [92], but bearing in mind the 
ease with which osteoporotic bones may be broken [103], until now no attem pt has 
been made to use dynamic bracing in cycling.

1.1.1 U nsupported  D evices  
Petrofsky, H eaton, and Chandler 1983

The three wheel cycle ergometer described in [91] was built from a standard tricycle. 
This three wheel cycle ergometer had one steered front wheel and two rear wheels. 
Only one of the rear wheels was driven, to avoid the necessity of a dififerential gearbox. 
The cycle position was nearly upright, like on a normal bike, although the seat- 
not a recumbent one-was modified. Feedback was given from a 360° single turn 
potentiometer with a resistance range between 0 and 10 kD. The connection of the 
crank angle to the sensor was accomplished by placing an additional sprocket on the 
pedal, linked through a chain drive to the potentiometer. Another potentiometer was 
used for the manual speed and power adjustment. Five volts were applied through the 
potentiometers so that the output voltage went from zero to five volts. The computer 
used was custom built for this application. It utilized a Z80 microprocessor.
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Pons, Vaugham , and Jaros 1989

The ‘Paracycle’ described in [108] is a four wheel device, developed especially for the 
requirements of paralysed persons. W ith its two smaller steered wheels in the front 
and the two larger wheels in the rear, the paracycle device differs from commercial 
ones. The cycle position is nearly recumbent. It is operable either as a stationary or 
as a freely moving exercise device. The paracycle was designed to accomodate the 
smallest (5 percentile female) and largest (95 percentile male) subjects. Features of 
the paracycle were made adjustable to allow the optimisation of the posture for each 
individual.
The seat was covered with bands of nylon netting. Each band was tied on with 
cord so th a t its tension could be adjusted independently. The armrests may be 
flexed/extended and internally/externally rotated. Thus they can be moved out of 
the way to avoid injuring the insensitive hips and buttocks during transfers to and 
from the seat.
The pedal assembly is movable along the arc of a circle to give height adjustment. 
The pedals can also be extended and converted into hand cranks to provide upper 
body exercise.
The steering is performed by supination-pronation of the right forearm. Since the 
PO of electrical stimulated paraplegics is limited, the paracycle is also equipped with 
18 gears. To get feedback from the crank an optical shaft encoder is used. A poten
tiometer for the throttle is utilized for the manual speed adjustment.
The stimulation hardware and software were developed by [109] around an IBM- 
compatible PC.

Petroflcy and Sm ith  1992

A commercially available three wheel tricycle in its basic design was modified in ’92 
from [100]. The tricycle is constructed to acommodate two cyclists in a side by side 
arrangement of the seats. This arrangement also made the wheelbase wider for better 
stability. The seats used are high-back bucket-seats which provides better support to 
sit on and better back support than the ones commonly found. Nevertheless on the 
side of the tricycle where the individual with paralysis was to ride, a seat belt was 
added to help stabilize the body.
Another modification of the tricycle involved stabilizer-bars for the legs. They were 
added on the side where the paralysed individual would ride, so th a t long aluminium
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bars would follow the movement of the knees during cycling to keep the legs from 
moving in and out. The design was previously published in [94][96][97][98].
The pedals on the side of the tricycle, where the individual who was paralysed would 
ride, were also modified with toe straps with Velcro linings. These straps held the 
bottom of the shoe and foot in place.
Potentiometers like the ones described above [91] were used for the feedback of the 
crank position and manual commands given by the throttle. The microprocessor used 
for the calculations, the data acquisition converter and the stimulator was a Motorola 
single chip processor with a sampling rate of approximately 10 000 Hz.

G fohler, Loicht and Lugner 1998

One of the latest tricycles developed for paraplegic cycling is described in [38]. The 
cyclist's position on the tricycle is as erect as the one on standard bicycles. The saddle 
pipe consists of a double effective hydraulic cylinder, which allows the saddle to move 
up and down. The adjustable height is advantagous in terms of getting on and off 
the tricycle and to adapt the geometry to the size of the cyclist. The feet are fixed 
on the two force measurement pedals [82] described below. To reduce the horizontal 
component of the acceleration, which makes cycling on a tricycle even more difficult 
for a paraplegic subject who cannot use their hip muscles as stabilizers, the rear axle 
is a special construction which allows the inclination of the rear wheels and the main 
cycle frame (see Fig. 1.1).

ch a in  w h eel 

ball a r c - s o r k e l  joinlB \

1

d a m p in g  cylinde;

MTM Ml 1

lOiniS sp lin e  shaft

■

re a r w heel h u b  with treewhef^i 
a n d  in te a fa te d  d ru m  b 'a k e

- J

lifting
cy lin d er

s u p p o r tin g

lilted vertical lifted in c lin ed

a: S c h e m a tic  D ia g r a m  o f  R ea r  A x le .

Figure 1.1: Inclination System

b: S c h e m a tic  D ia g r a m  o f  th e  F u n ctio n  
o f  th e  A r t ic u la te d  T rian g les  
L im itin g  th e  In c lin a tio n .

The damping of the inclination is adjusted by a double effective hydraulic cylinder, 
which is controlled by a throttle. This enables subjects with little training to ride the 
tricycle without employing the inclination function.
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In addition to the drive torque generated by the muscle forces, power can be generated 
by an auxiliary motor (see Section below). The feedback data are fed to a PC and 
sampled with 50 Hz.

Glaser, G runer, Feinberg, and C ollins 1983

[41] described an intermediate device of a leg propelled wheelchair for locomotion 
of electrically stimulated individuals. It was assumed that this leg-propelled vehi
cle (LPV) system could, potentially, alleviate many of the problems associated with 
conventional arm-propelled wheelchairs, while helping to develop and maintain the 
fitness of the paralysed legs.
To facilitate the construction of the LPV a universal model wheelchair was modi
fied. The casters were replaced by a single one in the front and a second, swivel 
incuster, centered in the rear about 2 cm above the ground to prevent backward tip
ping with forward acceleration. The primary additions to the wheelchair were two 
movable footplates which were coupled to the drive wheels via ratchet-type transmis
sions (Fig. 1.2).

a: R e s t in g  P o s it io n .

— Ji-

b: F o o t M o v e s  F orw ard.

Figure 1.2: R atchet D rive System .

With forward extension of the legs, the pawls of the ratchet systems engage, causing 
forward rotation of the drive wheels. W ith backward movement of the legs, through 
gravity due to the slight upward angle of the footplate, the pawls of the ratchet sys
tem disengage, permitting the drive wheels to coast forward. Large-radius steering 
can be accomplished by consecutive movements of a single leg. Feedback is given 
from microswitches which are mounted near the end of the forward travel of the LPV 
footplates which cut off the stimulation. The stimulation pattern is given either man
ually by three pushbutton-switches to activate either the right leg, or the left leg, or 
both legs simultaneously, or from a program implemented in the stimulator.
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1.1,2 M otor Supported D evices

Classically only very low PO can be sustained by paraplegic subjects cycling and this 
has been attributed to several factors [44] [96] [122]. Weakness of the muscles coinci
dent with atrophy of the unused lower limbs is the most obvious cause of low PO [44]. 
Motor support in tricycles for the use of paraplegic individuals is essential for cycling 
over gradients in particular. Moreover it guarantees that the cyclist can return to 
their journeys starting point in case of problems with the generation of muscle force. 
The auxiliary motor also enables subjects with very weak muscles at the beginning 
of their training period to use the exercise tricycle and the motor can be used for 
overcoming the initial inertia when the tricycle is started from rest. It also can help 
to assist the pedals over the dead spots and increase the cycle time in total in terms of 
the generally early muscle fatigue in electrically stimulated muscles. In later training 
sessions the motor can be used as a generator to provide resistance.

The first known cycle device supported by an electric machine functioning as a motor 
to assist the electrical stimulated muscles was constructed from [41] in 1983.

Pons, Vaugham , and Jaros 1989

The tricycle from Pons, Vaughan, and Jaros [103] was the first known supported 
device which could be used as a stationary exercise device in the lab or for locomotion 
outside. The motor was provided to drive the pedals at a speed suitable for passive 
exercise and to accelerate the vehicle from rest. A Pulse W idth Modulator (PWM), 
built by Popp (1986), was used to control the speed of the motor. The speed was 
adjusted manually (using a potentiometer) or from within the stimulation program 
running on the computer. In the latter mode it is possible to control the motor current 
during each pedal cycle. This microprocessor based PWM allows the cyclist to choose 
if he wants motor contribution and how much energy the motor should contribute. A 
variable resistive load is applied to the motor to load the subject. The PWM resistive 
braking may be controlled manually or from the computer. It is possible to have the 
motor assist the pedalling during part of the cycle, and retard it during another part 
of the same cycle.
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G fohler, Loicht, and Lugner 1998 [38]

The tricycle was equipped with an auxiliary motor integrated in the frontwheel. The 
motor, a hub motor with nominal power of 500 W, is also used as a brake with 
electrical feedback into the accumulators. The power supply of the motor consists 
of two lead accumulators, which are mounted on the lower part of the inclination 
system. In addition to the motor brake, the tricycle has two mechanical drum brakes 
integrated in the rear wheel hubs.

1.1.3 M easurem ent of Pedal Forces

A further factor in the low efficiency of paraplegic cycling is the timing and coordi
nation of muscle actions required to produce external forces [101]. The stimulated 
muscle recruitment patterns during cycling are crude compared to those inherent in 
voluntary exercise, involving only a few muscle groups and simplistic control of these 
muscles. If the muscle recruitment patterns are not ideal, it is probable that relatively 
larger muscle forces will be required to produce a given amount of external work at 
the pedal. Larger muscle forces would generate higher metabolic costs from both aer
obic and anaerobic muscle groups, which may at least explain the lower mechanical 
efficiency in paraplegic cycling [44] [101].
In order to investigate the instantaneous forces produced by paraplegic subjects ped
alling via FES-induced muscle contractions, to compare these forces to those gener
ated by able-bodied subjects, and to reject the plane-produced forces to increase the 
muscle efficiency, force sensors were developed. In motor supported cycle devices the 
additional data  can be used for the combination of the different power sources. The 
use of force sensors is also advantageous to detect muscle spasms and to switch off 
the stimulation immediately.
The earliest modern measurement of pedal loading is the work of [52] (1968) who used 
strain gauges on the crank to monitor both the normal pedal force and the crank 
torque, instead of designing a pedal to measure both forces. [78] (1973) described 
their design, which relies on two linear potentiometers, to monitor movement of a 
pedal platform elastically connected to the pedal spindle. Both [49] (1976) and [129] 
(1979) offer designs using strain gauges. Although implemented differently, both de
signs are similar in concept, utilizing a double cantilever beam (i.e. two perpendicular 
beams joined at the center) as the elastic element.
In reviewing the calibration procedures used by [78] (1973), [49] (1976) and [129]
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(1979) no information is given regarding cross-sensitivity to out of plane loads. Im
plicit in a procedure omitting cross-sensitivity measurement is the assumption tha t 
either the out of plane loads are insignificant or the dynamometer design offers elec
trical decoupling from out of plane loads. The measurement of the complete pedal 
loading by [25] has shown th a t out of plane loads may be significant while experience 
by the author has shown tha t electrical decoupling by element orientation, gauge 
placement and interconnection, is not especially effective where out of plane loads are 
concerned. Because the cross sensitive errors are not documented, the accuracy of the 
driving pedal force measurements previously reported by [49] [78] and [129] cannot be 
firmly assessed.
[82] developed a pedal dynamometer, which measures the driving forces with high 
accuracy.
In tha t sensor-device the force components Fa, and Fy were electrically decoupled. 
This was offered by a strain ring in conjunction with a mechanical decoupling to out 
of plane loads which enables measured loads to be directly indicated to an absolute 
error of ±  5 N. In addition to electrical decoupling, the strain ring geometry enables 
a stiffness sufficient for high natural frequency, and the necessary overload capability.

1.2 Control Techniques

The musculoskeletal system of a SCI patient and its interaction with the ergometer 
form a nonlinear and highly coupled complex dynamical system. This makes simula
tion a necessary adjunct to the experimental investigation of how best to reconfigure 
or design the stimulation-powered ergometry system [122]. To optimize the utility 
of existing stimulation-induced leg cycle ergometers and improve the design of fu
ture systems, or for the closed loop control of those systems, the knowledge of 1) the 
muscle force being generated in response to the electrical stimulation, 2) how these 
muscle forces interact with the skeletal-ergometer linkage to power the crank, and 3) 
the metabolic energy costs of producing the crank power, is very essential [122].
All the work done so far in earlier research will be outlined in the next Subsection. 
Results achieved in closed loop controller design will be discussed in the respective 
Subsection. Subsection Results also treats all the progress in SCI-cycling up to date, 
particularly in regards to optimal muscle-force conversion depending on pedal fre
quency and PO, and maximum cycle time.
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1.2.1 D ynam ic M odels

The skeletal ergometer linkage is usually simplified in a 4 or 5 bar linkage system. In 
case of a 4 bar linkage the ankle joint is fixed, using an orthosis which is attached to 
the pedal. The resulting system is of one degree of freedom. To model the dynamics 
of a normal cycle system a 5 bar linkage is required, which results in 2 degrees of 
freedom in the sagittal plane.

C hen and Yu

The simplest model published [19] uses the simplified 4 bar linkage mechanical system. 
Nevertheless the design involves the complex interaction between stimulated muscle 
system and the ergometer system. Due to its complexity a PID controller for FES- 
induced free swing movement of the lower leg, suggested by [134], was adopted in 
the FES-cycle control scheme. The aim of previous free-swing control study was to 
stimulate paralysed lower limbs to maintain a maximum reference angle. Although 
the mechanisms of free-swing and FES-cycling are quite different, there exist several 
similarities between these two systems. First, both systems can be modelled as a 
single input and single output system. In free-swing research, the input is a single 
channel stimulation strength of quadriceps and the output is the maximum swing of 
knee angle. Hence, in FES-cycling system, the input is the gain of stimulation pattern 
and the output is the cycling speed measured. Second the adaptation of both control 
systems is based on measurements in previous cycling, i.e. the maximal knee angle 
for the free-swing system and the desired cycling speed for the FES-cycle system. 
Third fatigue and nonlinear characteristics of the stimulated muscle are the common 
problems for both systems.
The free-swing movement of the lower leg was modeled as a nonlinear equation

M  — + D ( j )K is in ( j )  + K2{4>) (1.1)

where M is the generated torque, I is the moment of inertia of the lower leg, and D is 
a fixed damping coefficient. It is assumed tha t the nonlinear parts, Kisincf) and K 2 

can be combined to a term K. The model is linearized around the equilibrium state 
of 0 =  =  0 and the equation of motion can be rewritten as

M  = I ^ - \ - D ^  + K.  (1.2)
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M artin, M illikin, Cobb, Fadden and Coggan

[73] developed a mathematical bicycle model based on physical equations. The model 
requires a complex, third order, polynomial equation, ’which predicts power during 
road cycling. It includes terms for the power required to overcome aerodynamic drag, 
rolling resistance, wheelbearing friction, the rate of change of potential and kinetic 
energy, and friction in the drive chain.
It was found that when cycling power was held constant, wind velocity, road grade, 
rolling resistance, and drag each affected cycling velocity in a quite nearly linear man
ner > .99) over the range of values evaluated. These findings allow a simplified 
understanding of the effects of those parameters. For instance, the findings that wind 
affects cycling velocity by about two-thirds of the wind velocity, and that road gradi
ent affects cycling velocity by about 11 % for every 1 % change in road gradient, will 
allow simplified but realistic expectations of how environmental conditions should 
affect performance.
The model represents a highly accurate image of energy conversion on a tricycle in
cluding several environmental parameters. The power prediction could be used for 
research in cycle projects, where the focus is on the power transmission, such as motor- 
muscle combination strategies. It doesn’t contain any information about masses or 
energy conversion in human muscles and its interaction with the bicycle geometry 
and power perm utation in overall velocity.

Schutte, R odgers, Zajac, and Glaser

In [122] a mathematical model based on a four-bar linkage is presented. All joints are 
assumed to be pin joints except the knee. It was thus modeled using a 3 degree-of- 
freedom planar joint (i.e. the relative movement between the segments is described 
by two translations and one rotation), with the two translational degrees of freedom 
constrained to follow a path specified by the rotational degree of freedom [138]. The 
knee thus retains a single degree of freedom and the total number of degrees of freedom 
in the linkage remains one. It was found tha t the complex knee model has a minimal 
effect on the kinematics of the linkage.
The dynamics of the one degree of freedom skeletal-ergometer linkage system was 
thus described by:

'^ {Ç c r^ Q c r  •H(Çcr)Ff T  -f- f  I  V (^Qcr ■> Q cr) 9 (1 6 )
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where Çcr is the  ro ta tio n  angle of the  crank. m(çcr)î Qcr)^ and  g{qcr) are all scalar 
quan tities, f(gcr, 9cr) consist of all velocity (çcr) term s, and  g{qcr) contains all gravity 
term s. B{qcr)  is a row vector th a t  depends on th e  m om ent arm s of th e  muscles and 
the  geom etry  of the  linkage system . A dditionally  Vg is th e  gear ra tio  of the  coupling 
betw een th e  crank  and  th e  flywheel, r/iy th e  rad ius of th e  flywheel and  fb the to ta l 

b rak ing  fric tion  applied  to  th e  flywheel.

It was found that simulations, without the inclusion of a presentation of the additional 
linkage brace that constraints movement, suggest that the brace does not alter the 
motion in the plane substantially.
The model developed included also terms of ‘Activation and Contraction Dynamics 
of the Muscles’, and ‘Musculoskeletal Geometry’. Thus the model can be used to 
investigate different seat positions as well.

R edfield and H ull, H ull and George

[57] and [114] described models based on a closed loop 5 bar linkage to explore the 
relation between joint moments and pedalling rate. Joint moments were computed by 
using dynamometer pedal force data and potentiometer crank and pedal position data. 
The equations were solved by a computer to produce moments at the ankle, knee and 
hip joints in both cases. The influence of different seat positions, body masses and 
sizes can be investigated. In the model developed from [114] the kinematic position 
information was found using vector addition techniques. Both groups separated the 
equations in static and dynamic fragments to get more detailed information (see 
Section Results).

R iener

The latest and most accurate model developed is the one from Riener [116]. In this 
study the model is divided into an activation, contraction and segmental dynamics 
part. Figure 1.3 shows the SIMULINK flow chart of the general model. Input to 
the model are the trajectories of the modulated pulse widths and pulse frequencies as 
obtained from the stimulator. O utput is the computed knee joint position as it results 
from stimulating different muscle groups or, for example, from a passive pendulum 
test [116].
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Figure 1.3: Sim ulink Flow  Chart M odel by Riener.

1.2.2 Controller D esign
P ID  by Chen, Shih, H uang, Yu, Ju and H useh

In [19] a PID controller was developed to maintain a desired cycling speed for a 
trained paraplegic subject. The controller adjusted the gain of stimulation intensity 
for each cycling period such th a t the real time control of cycling speed is feasible. 
The cycle speed (pedal frequency) was fed back to a computer to compare it with 
the desired cycling speed. The error is processed by the controller. The closed loop 
FES cycle system became thus a system with a single input - the gain of stimulation 
intensity, and single output - the cycling speed. The controller output was connected 
with the channel for each stimulated muscle group. The interm ittent stimulation was 
provided with an overlaid stimulation pattern.
The model derived does not include any geometrical parameters of the tricycle -such 
as the seat position- nor any information about different sizes and weights of the 
cyclists' lower limbs.

Fuzzy C ontrol by Yu, H uang, A nn and Chang

In [18] a model free fuzzy logic controller was employed. Using Fuzzy Control avoids 
exact modeling of the plant to be controlled, which is advantageous especially in case 
of the complicated musculoskeletal/ergometer system.
The fuzzy control system theory was developed based on fuzzy logic and the fuzzy set 
developed by Zadeh to describe complicated systems which are difficult to analyze by 
traditional mathematics [139].
The gain of normalized stimulation intensity was adjusted on the basis of a feedback 
control algorithm for each cycling period, thereby making real time control feasible.
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As described above the measured pedal frequency is fed back to the computer to 
compare it to the desired cycle speed and the error is processed to the computer. The 
basic Fuzzy Logic Controller (FLO) comprises four principal procedures: fuzzification 
interface, decision making, defuzzification and rule table.
For the fuzzification process a subjective evaluation tha t transforms the measure
ments (E and AE) into linguistic variables had to be done. The process error, E, 
and the change in error, AE, obtained by subtracting the last sampled cycling speed 
from the present one, were two inputs for the FLO. The input ranges for E and AE, 
[-20,20] rpm/cycle and [-30/30] in rpm/cycle^,  were first normalized by scaling factors 
to [“1/1] range in the defined fuzzy set. A total of seven fuzzy sets were defined by 
triangular membership functions. Second a set of rules was defined which operates 
on the fuzzy sets of the error and error change and yields the fuzzy sets for control 
action. Since a constant cycling speed is desired in the FES cycling control, a set 
of standard fuzzy control rules, i.e. a seven by seven rule table based on the step 
response of a second order system, was adopted in this study.
Third the defuzzification step maps the inferred action of decision making to a non- 
fuzzy control action. Among various defuzzification strategies, the center of area 
method was employed, due to its better performance in steady state response and its 
simplicity in implementation.
The distribution of membership function for the fuzzy sets is another possible fac
tor affecting the FLC performance. The symmetric membership function is used for 
the general physical system, implying the same amount of positive and negative cor
rections. For FES cycling however, if the cycling speeds drops below a threshold, 
angular momentum would be insufficient to keep the cycling continuing. To avoid the 
large correction, the reduction of output gain is a straightforward method. However, 
lowering the output gain would reduce both positive and negative corrections, which 
could increase the steady state error. Thus the asymmetric membership function was 
chosen.

1.3 Cycling R esults U p to  Now

All the progress tha t has been made so far in terms of cycle time and loads, and closed 
loop control of paralysed individuals cycling will be presented in this Chapter. The 
information derived from the measurements of the force sensors will be discussed.
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C ycle T im e and Loads

All papers reviewed expressed improvements in cycle time and load. [19] described a 
3 month cycle programme in which 9 individuals participated. It was found that all 
patients increased their time of cycling, while eight of the nine patients also increased 
their cycling load. The average increase in time was documented with 11.7 minutes 
while for load it was 30 newtons. The patient who did not increase the load remained 
without a load throughout the 3 month programme.
[55] described an investigation with ten persons with quadriplegia and eight with 
paraplegia. FES cycle training was performed 10 to 30 minutes per day, 2 or 3 days 
per week for 12 to 16 weeks. It was found a significant increase in PO occured during 
the initial four weeks of training. PO at week 2 was significantly less than at weeks 6, 
8, 10, and 12 and training PO at week 4 was significantly less than at weeks 10 and 
12. It was reported th a t there was no significant difference in PO between weeks 6, 
8, 10, and 12. Upon completion of the training program, there was one subject still 
exercising at 0.0 W, two at 6.1 W, six at 12.2 W, four at 18.3 W, four at 24.5 W, and 
one at 30.6 W.

C losed Loop C ontrol

The PID-control system developed in [19] was tested to maintain a cycling speed of 
60 rpm for a subject in two different cases. In the first case, a designed interference 
of sudden increase in stimulation intensity is initiated. This artificial stimulation in
terference causes instantaneous increase in cycling speed, but goes back to original 
cycling speed within 20 cycles. This indicates th a t the controller adopted from a free- 
swing system can be applied to the FES cycling system [19]. The second case was 
for the adaptation of muscle fatigue in which the tested subject was first exercised to 
approximately muscle fatigue, before the beginning of FES cycling. It was shown that 
the closed-loop FES cycling system has an increasing trend of stimulation intensity 
in order to maintain the desired cycle speed.
The controller was able to overcome muscle fatigue, at least if the pedal frequency and 
power output was fixed at a constant value far below from the border of maximum 
PO.
In [18] the Fuzzy Controller was tested in four male subjects with paraplegia. First 
the FLC control strategy was utilized to achieve a speed of 35 rpm, the lowest cycling 
speed generally used in clinical setups, in which the effect of mechanical friction to
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cycling smoothness is more evident [5]. Since the controllers aimed to control var
ious cycling speeds, FLC controllers with symmetric and asymmetric membership 
functions were primarily compared with a PD-controller with the same configuration 
as FLC for tracking three different cycling speeds at a fixed load. For performance 
evaluation, a specific speed tracking pattern was designed which consisted of six con
tinuous sections with 100 cycles each. The first section was assigned at 45 rpm as 
a warm up, which was designed to overcome the initial cycling friction and to ac
commodate the paralysed muscles to the electrical stimulation. The next 5 cycling 
sections were formed by an upward and then downward cycling speed pattern, in a 
sequence of 35, 45, 55, 45, and 35 rpm.
The results found indicate that all the controllers exhibit comparable results at a 
high cycling speed. FLC systems with symmetrical membership function, like con
ventional PD, can not adapt to slower cycling speeds and thus produce higher cycling 
variation [18]. By a simple change in the distribution of membership functions, the 
FLC with asymmetric membership function has an improved performance compared 
to the other controllers, particularly with a stable steady state response for various 
cycling speeds. Although longer transient time during downward change of speed 
can be observed in asymmetrical FLC, the controller characteristics can prevent the 
cycling from dropping below the threshold for continuous cycling during the initial 
transient state.
Compared to the conventional PD-controller, the results found demonstrated that 
FLC has the advantages of a flexible architecture and a simple algorithm, and no 
requirement of identifying system parameters a priori.

Forces A ctin g  D uring C ycling

For the investigations made in [124] six spinal cord injured subjects (1 female, 5 male) 
with complete or nearly complete spinal lesions between vertebrae T4 and Tio were 
recruited. Six able bodied individuals matched by weight and leg length were also 
recruited.
Muscle activation in paraplegic subjects was achieved through a relatively crude 
paradigm, in which muscle forces could be produced in only three muscle groups 
over very limited ranges of crank angles. In contrast voluntary cycling undertaken by 
the able bodied individuals revealed th a t effective muscle forces could be produced 
over the complete crank revolution. It was found that while able bodied subjects over
came external resistance by effecting small increments of force production throughout
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each crank revolution, the paraplegic group needed to produce much higher torques 
during the relatively shorter period th a t their muscles were stimulated. This effect 
must certainly contribute to the low efficiency and rapid muscle fatigue previously 
reported for FES induced cycling [44] [101].
It was initially expected that the differences between the passive and the active curves 
at each workload might relate to the component of external forces and torques pro
duced by muscle contractions, so tha t when there were no muscle forces the active 
forces and torques would be equal to passive values. This was not the case, because 
small changes in the kinematic parameters at different workloads resulted in concomi
tan t alterations in the weight and inertial effects upon pedal forces. As ergometer 
resistance increased the subjects were required to push harder against the pedals and 
this changed the pedal orientation at each workload. Consequently the inertial forces 
acting upon the pedals varied with each workload rather than being exactly the same 
as the passive trial.
[57] and [114] analyzed the relation between joint moments and pedalling rate by 
measuring the pedal forces and calculating the resultant joint moments with a m ath
ematical moment described in Section Dynamic Models. Using the model analysis 
both the kinematic and quasi static contribution to the total joint moment time 
history were examined. (Kinematic moments are moments to accelerate the leg seg
ments only, whereas the quasi static moments result from pedal forces. By setting the 
pedal forces equal to zero, the kinematic joint moments could be examined. Similarly 
by setting acceleration terms to zero, quasi static moments were produced. Further 
details of this partitioning of the joint moments into kinematic and quasi static con
tributions can be found in [57]).
A constant PO of 98 W per leg was chosen. The cadence varied in a range which 
spans the typical pedalling speeds for the utility cyclist (63 rpm), the average tourer 
(80rpm), and the long distance competitor (100rpm) (see [136]). First of all it was 
found that, by increasing rpm the absolute average kinematic moments increase, 
whereas the average quasi static moments decrease. This result is of major signifi
cance for this analysis, because as rpm increases, the necessary pedal force to maintain 
constant average power decreases. This is seen in the definition of average power P  
as

P  =  R o W d O  (1.4)
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where is the component of the pedal force driving the crank and $ is the crank 
angular velocity. Also as cadence increases, link segment accelerations increase and 
thus kinematic joint moments increase to provide these accelerations. In conclusion 
the interaction between the quasi static and kinematic moments can be graphically 
outlined as in Figure 1.4a. At low rpm the pedal power must come from a higher 
torque and thus from higher quasi static joint moments. As cadence is increased, 
the required torque and thus quasi static joint moment decrease. In contrast at low 
cadence, kinematic moments are small, because link accelerations are small. As rpm 
increases, the kinematic joint moments, necessary for increased link accelerations, 
increase. Accordingly at either low rpm (<  80) or high rpm (> 120) the total joint 
moments are high. In the middle of this range, in this case about 105 rpm for both 
the knee and hip joints, the joint moment average is a minimum. At this rpm the 
rider achieves the minimum joint moment possible for this given power. Further 
interpretations of the results in Figure 1.4a can be seen in a semi-quantitative way 
in Figure 1.4b, where the moment due to power generation (quasi static) plots as 
hyperbolic because

power — torque * angular velocity (1.5)

and thus

torque = power/ angular velocity. (1.6)

The moment due to the inertial terms (kinematic) plots as parabolic because accel
erations are functions of the square of the angular velocity. Summing these effects 
produces an overall moment curve, which includes a minimum point.
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Figure 1.4: Forces A cting.
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Considering how increasing the power demand affects the optimal cadence produces 
further results. Increased power demand shifts the hyperbole in Figure 1.4b to the 
right and thus shifts the minimum moment in the same direction. Hence higher power 
implies a higher optimal cadence.

1.4 U ncertainties in SCI FES-Cycling

Electrically stimulated muscles are weaker than voluntarily controlled muscles. The 
muscle groups recruited using FES are fewer and the stimulation patterns are crude 
in comparison with the natural pattern. The apparatus needed for the stimulation 
(sensors, cables, stimulator, control unit) makes the cycle device even heavier and 
reduces thus the effectiveness of those systems.
These and other problems in paraplegic and quadriplegic cycling will be discussed in 
this Section.

1.4.1 M uscle W eakness

Stimulation systems and electrodes can be grouped into external, percutaneous and 
implanted systems. In external systems control unit and stimulator are outside the 
body. Surface electrodes are used tha t are attached to the skin above the muscle or 
peripheral nerve, whereas in percutaneous systems wire electrodes pierce the skin near 
the motor point of the muscle. In implanted systems both stimulator and electrodes 
are inside the body. Different kinds of implanted electrodes are used. They can be 
inserted into muscle (e.g. on muscle surface: epimysial electrodes), nerve (epineural 
electrodes), fascicle (intrafascicular electrodes) or surround the nerve (nerve cuff elec
trodes) [115].
At present, the most common method of stimulation in clinical practice is to use sur
face electrodes. These have some advantages but also several disadvantages. For the 
re-strengthening of muscles, patient training and evaluation of the patients abilities, 
surface electrodes appear to be a practical solution. The main advantage is certainly 
that no surgical intervention is necessary. On the other hand, the stimulation is rather 
diffuse. It is not possible to obtain satisfactory stimulation selectivity because of the 
relatively large surface electrodes. High amplitudes of stimuli are necessary because 
of the resistance of the skin and the subcutaneous tissue. The electrical stimulation 
can effect skin burns. When the electrode remains on the same position and the
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muscles are constantly stimulated, the skin and the subcutaneous tissue can be seri
ously damaged. Another disadvantage of surface electrodes is the need to position the 
electrodes, which is sometimes inconvenient and time consuming. Last but not least, 
the unattractive appearence of surface electrodes can be detrimental to acceptance 
by the patient [60] [115].
The main advantages of implanted electrodes are the low stimulation currents or volt
ages required for activation and a better selectivity of stimulation. The implanted 
electrodes must be made from material which has no side effects. The stimulus signals 
as well as the energy can be remotely transferred e.g. by radio.

An action potential evoked by FES and propagating to the muscle, is indistinguish
able from a physiologically triggered action potential. However there are fundamental 
differences between FES and the natural physiology of nerve activation. Compared 
to the physiological recruitment order, recruitment with FES is inverted. When low 
muscle forces are desired and thus low intensity, the same motor units remain acti
vated, which defeats the goal of spatial summation. In addition to these recruitment 
problems, most current neuroprostheses trigger the action potential in the recruited 
motor neurons of the respective nerve simultaneously. This is opposed to the central 
nervous system (CNS) which triggers action potentials asynchronously. Therefore in 
artificial activation the stimulation frequency must be above the range of 12-16 Hz 
to achieve a relatively smooth tetanus. All these differences compared to the natural 
way of nerve activation cause early fatigue of the muscles. Additional factors which 
decrease the fatigue resistance of paralysed muscles are atrophy and changes in fibre 
type composition [60] [115].

P rotoco l

Before any of the cycle attem pts described were started, the individuals had to partic
ipate in a FES Protocol to re-strengthen the atrophied muscles. Almost all protocols 
described consisted of 3 phases, primarily described by Newington. Phase 1 usually 
consisted of quadriceps muscle strengthening. Stimulation was applied to provide 45 ° 
of active knee extension followed by passive knee flexion. Treatment initially started 
with gravity as the only resistance. After the patient completed 45 extension/flexion 
sequences in two consecutive sessions without external weight, 0.51b of weight were 
applied until 45 sequences could be accomplished, again in two consecutive sessions. 
This was repeated until the patient could lift 3 to 5 lbs.
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Phase 2 consisted of pedal progression. FES was applied to the quadriceps, gluteals, 
and hamstrings sequentially, to achieve a rhythmical pedalling motion on the ergome- 
ter/cycle device. Initially patients pedalled against a 0-kilopound (kp) resistive load 
5 min or as long as the patients could tolerate (30 min maximum). In each succeeding 
session, the time increased until the patient was able to pedal for 30 min continuously 
in two consecutive training sessions.
In phase 3 resistance was added to the cycling motion. The ergometer unit was pro
grammed to add from zero to |  kp of resistance, depending on the fitness of the 
patient. Typically patients reached maximum resistance levels of only |  to |  kp. If 
the cycle rate fell below 35 rpm, the unit automatically shut off because the resistance 
level was too high for the patient to overcome. When this occured, either the patient 
resumed cycling at a lower level of resistance, or a therapist would assist the patient 
by hand pedalling the unit, so th a t the patient would be able to continue the exercise. 
[5] measured variables for six months during phase 3 to obtain an average. All patients 
continued the FES resistance phase after measurements were obtained. Stretching ex
ercises were added to the Newington protocol to lessen the increased muscle spasticity 
that some of the patients were having. Fifteen to twenty minutes before the electrodes 
were applied, a therapist helped each patient do a series of stretching exercises for 
the hamstrings’, quadriceps’, and gluteals’ muscles.
The protocol described in [28] differed from the Newington protocol. Here the sub
jects were equipped with the electrodes and seated on the ergometer/cycle device. 
They were allowed to rest for about 5 minutes after that. During the rest blood 
pressure and heart rate were determined. After rest, subjects started their 30 min 
exercise. If fatigue occurred, up to three bouts were perm itted (bouts separated by 
5 min rest periods) to complete the session. All the subjects initiated their training 
at the 0-W PO for the first three sessions. When they were capable of completing 30 
minutes of continuous exercise at a given PO for three consecutive sessions, the load 
was increased by 6.1 W (0.125 kp braking force at 50 rpm) for the next session. This 
protocol was repeated during the 12-week /  36-session training period.

To enhance performance of spinal cord injured subjects in cycling further [42] de
veloped a system, which increased the current applied to the muscle from 140 mA to 
300 mA. The shank muscles were added to the quadriceps, gluteals, and hamstrings 
as well. A current controller enabled the amplification of the FES current to each 
muscle from the maximum limit of about 140 mA (monophasic) to 300 mA (biphasic
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pulses). A separate front panel control permits setting of current limit for each muscle 
before and during exercise bouts.
The system didn’t fulfill the expectations. It was found tha t the lack of greater PO 
was probably due to the fatiguing effects of longer contraction duty cycle with wider 
firing angle ranges. Otherwise the metabolic and cardiopulmonary peak responses 
were greater with the incorporated modifications. This effect was explained with the 
recruitment of additional muscle fibers.

E lectrodes

Traditionally only a single pair of electrodes is applied above active skeletal muscle in 
electrical stimulation experiments or in the clinical setting. However studies [93] [110] 
have shown tha t sequential activation of motor units can result in smooth contrac
tions of muscle within normal physiological frequencies of activation. In contrast the 
high frequencies necessary to tetanize the muscles by a single pair of electrodes can 
result in rapid fatigue. This fatigue is due to the depletion of acetylcholine at the 
neuromuscular junction [14]. The contractions obtained are also very smooth [100]. 
Using sequential stimulation, a central electrode is placed diagonally across each mus
cle. The centre electrode is the reference electrode and the two outside electrodes are 
active electrodes. Stimulation is applied first to the active electrode and then, 180° 
out of phase, to the other electrode. A complete description of the advantages and 
disadvantages is given elsewhere [30] [86].
One major problem of surface electrodes is the poor contact with the skin. In cycling, 
where the subjects slide up and down in the seat with every crank rotation, the proba
bility tha t the electrodes come off, or at least have a poor contact, is rather high. [95] 
used a custom manufactured garment instead of the placement of 18 electrodes. The 
garment was manufactered by Trend Corp. to allow conductive cloth patches with gel 
pockets to be used to stimulate muscle. Therefore, using the garment, only one plug 
on the top of the garment is needed for the computer. A complete description of the 
garment is given in [47]. [108] described a method to find out the optimal electrode 
placement.
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Fatigue

The presence of fatigue during prolonged FES causes a substantial decrease in the 
force output of the quadriceps muscle [68]. The metabolic parameters recorded by 
magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS) revealed a variation of these parameters par
allel to th a t of the force output [69]. Specifically the decrease in intra-cellular pH was 
highly correlated with the decay found in the force output. Therefore the intracellu
lar pH level was designated to represent fatigue within the active contractile element. 
Intracellular acidification is not solely responsible for the contractile change during 
fatigue and additional factors [10] [69] may have to be taken in account for future 
modeling. A model based on intracellular acidification is described in [69].

[91] described a fatiguemeter which was placed on a tricycle in order to quantify 
fatigue of the stimulated subject. It consisted of a high impedance operational am
plifier and a capacitor. The capacitor on the high impedance operational amplifier is 
set to charge from the throttle control (see Section Motor Supported Devices). The 
throttle control output is thus integrated to provide a rough indication for the subject 
of the degree of muscle fatigue. If the throttle is left in High for short periods of time 
or Low for long periods of time, the total accumulative output is shown to the subject 
on a panel meter. The gain adjustment on the output of the operational amplifier was 
used to calibrate the panel meter for each individual subject with precision settings 
to get a rough idea of how fatigued the muscle was becoming,

A more accurate and sophisticated method to measure fatigue is described in [20]. 
EMC response, also called compound muscle action potential (CMAP) or M-wave, 
as direct measurement of muscle force as fatigue index was used. In contrast to the 
stochastic properties of EMC obtained from ordered-recruitment of motor units in 
able bodied subjects, the CMAP measures the muscle activity of simultaneous con
traction of stimulated muscle. Measurement of the Peak-To-Peak (PTP) amplitude 
of the stimulus-evoked EMC has been found to be a reliable muscle fatigue indica
tor for effective characterization of the FES-elicited force output in continuous static 
stimulation [48] [77]. In [20] it was found that the relationship between PTP ampli
tude and muscle fatigue observed in isometric contraction can be applied to dynamic 
movement, such as cycling.
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1.4.2 Seat Position

All changes in seat configuration can be resolved into three independent components: 
the inclination of the seat back (Fig. 1.5a), the overall orientation of the ergometer 
and SCI subject with respect to gravity (Fig. 1.5b), and the distance from the hip 
centre to the crank centre (Pig. 1.5c). Only the latter (Fig. 1.5c) changes the four bar 
linkage.

^  ■ •‘i - l S k
a: R e c lin e  A n g le . b: O v era ll O r ie n ta tio n . c: V a r ia b le  S e g m e n t.

Figure 1.5: Three Independent C om ponents o f Seat C onfiguration,

O rientation o f the Ergom eter and th e  Subject

When considered as an average over a complete crank cycle, the orientation of the 
ergometer with respect to gravity has minimal effect on the motion [122]. The net 
change in the potential energy of the linkage over one crank cycle is zero. Thus the 
net change in velocity due to gravity is also zero. Changes in the orientation of the 
ergometer with respect to gravity affect the instantaneous, crank velocity however, 
and therefore can affect the muscle forces being generated. Nevertheless simulations 
showed that orientation does not significantly affect either the strength required to 
maintain constant cadance, or the metabolic energy utilized [122].

Seat-B ack A ngle

The ability of the muscles to power the crank was considered at seat angles between 
“15° and 90°. The probability th a t any given SCI patient can pedal is low in the 
configurations where the hip is most extended (i.e. the seat-back is most reclined 
(90°)). The probability is also low in configurations where the hip is most flexed 
(-15°). At seat-back angles around 30°, the probability is substantially higher (i.e. 
almost twice as likely as when the seat-back angle is 90°) [122].
Both the strength requirements and the energy demands to maintain pedalling appear 
to be minimized at seat back angles between 30° and 45°, and are higher in more
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reclined and more upright configurations. However the metabolic energy utilized is 
relatively unchanged between 0 and 45°, though the to tal strength required for the 
same range of seat configurations shows a 20 % variation.
It was found that the strength requirements appear to be more sensitive than the 
rate of metabolic energy utilization to changes in seat-back angle. At all seat-back 
angles, the rate of metabolic energy utilization varies by at most 18%, even when the 
probability tha t a given SCI subject will be strong enough to pedal varies by about 
1 0 0 % [122].

H orizontal D istance from  Seat to  Crank

Changing the horizontal distance from the seat to the crank from the standard con
figuration decreases the number of individuals expected to have sufficient strength 
to pedal. The hamstrings are less effective when the seat is moved farther from the 
crank. The quadriceps are less effective when the seat is moved closer to the crank. 
The strength required of the gluteals is relatively insensitive to the horizontal distance 
from the crank to the seat. It was found th a t even though the number of individuals 
capable of pedalling is maximized in the standard configuration, the standard con
figuration is the most effective horizontal distance from the seat to the crank for the 
quadriceps only.
The rate of metabolic energy utilization is also minimized in the standard config
uration. In the most forward configuration however, the rate of metabolic energy 
utilization is 49 % higher. The rate of metabolic energy utilization is more sensitive 
to changes in the horizontal distance from the seat to the crank than to changes in 
the seat-back angle [122].
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1.4.3 Stim ulation Pattern

A major factor in the low efficiency of paralysed cycling is the timing and coordi
nation of muscle actions required to produce external forces [101]. The stimulated 
muscle recruitment patterns during FES-cycling are crude compared to those inher
ent in voluntary exercise, involving only a few muscle groups and simplistic control 
of these muscles. If muscle recruitment patterns are not ideal, then it is probable 
tha t relatively larger muscle forces would be required to produce a given amount of 
external work at the pedal. Larger muscle forces would generate higher metabolic 
costs from both aerobic and anaerobic energy sources, and this may explain the lower 
mechanical efficiency and higher blood lactate levels observed during FES-exercise

[91].
Generally the control of stimulated muscle can be achieved by adjusting the stimula
tion patterns and its intensities. The adjustment of stimulation patterns is to provide 
a sequence of stimuli for the coordinated activation of both legs. The change of stim
ulation intensity would overcome muscle fatigue and effectively achieve the training 
goal. For a closed loop FES-cycling system, the adjustment of both simulation pat
tern and intensity for each cycling angle could be technically difficult [18] [19] [108]. 
Since muscle stimulation has a time delay of about 1/lO th to 4 /10th of a second, the 
stimulation pattern is also a function of the desired pedal frequency, except the pedal 
frequency is fixed to a constant value [100].
The thresholds of the muscles are further variables. This is because various muscles 
have different sensitivities to electrical stimulation due to differences in their physiol
ogy, as well as varying thicknesses of the adipose tissue layer separating the electrodes 
from the muscle [100].
One possibility to find a stimulation pattern is electromyographyc (EMC), where sur
face electrodes are used to measure muscle activity. In [108] only ‘a poor correlation’ 
was found between the experimental stimulation sequence (EMG) and the stimula
tion sequence finally chosen. It was also mentioned that the transposition of EMG 
patterns to FNS may not give the best motion.
Although [56] showed that the pattern of muscle action potentials of three subjects 
during exercise on a stationary bicycle was consistent, research should be done in 
the area of individualisation and simplification of the identification of the stimulation 
pattern, because no two people are alike [122].
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1.5 Effects after FES-Cycling

Physiologic adaptations to exercise training may be categorised as peripheral and 
central in nature [28]. Peripheral adaptations include local (i.e. within the muscle) 
histochemical changes such as hypertrophy of muscle fibres, increased concentration 
of oxidative enzymes and mitochondria, increased storage of fuel substrated and high 
energy compounds, and greater capillary density [29] [87] [88]. These result in en
hanced muscle strength and endurance capabilities.
Central adaptations result in improved functional capacity of the Cardio Respira
tory (OR) system. Such adaptations support higher levels of muscle performance 
by enhancing the capability to deliver blood, Og and fuel to the exercising muscles 
[53] [106] [107]. Therefore a desirable outcome of aerobic exercise training is to induce 
both central and peripheral adaptations to enhance the ability to pickup, deliver 
and consume O2. Typically, improved muscle performance capability and CR fitness 
would be manifested by lower levels of CR responses at rest and during submaximal 
exercise tasks.
This section will present all peripheral and central effects of SCI- cycling published 
so far. The focus will be also on skeletal and physiologic body responses.

1.5.1 Cardiopulm onary

Because FES- cycling is peripherally induced by electrodes directly over the paralysed 
muscles, it essentially bypasses control by the central nervous system. In addition, 
most SCI results in the interruption of some autonomic sympathetic outflow, which 
is required for appropriate CR responses to exercise. Thus, automatic sympathetic 
stimulation of the CR system may not occur to the same extent during FES- cycling 
by SCI patients as for able-bodied individuals during voluntary exercise [22] [50] [51]. 
Common causes of morbidity and m ortality in persons with SCI include cardiopul
monary disorders [67] [135]. A mostly upright sitting position in a wheelchair results 
in changes of the cardiopulmonary system. Inactivity of the paralysed lower limbs 
appears to increase the risk factors involved, since there is less muscle mass available 
for exercise training. Furthermore, the inactivity of the skeletal muscle pump can 
lead to venous return, imperfect cardiac output, peripheral edema, thrombosis, pul
monary embolism, blood pressure regulation problems, and breathing complications
[40].
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In [62] it was found tha t SCI cycling exercise elicits relatively high magnitudes of 
aerobic metabolic and cardiopulmonary responses, as well as positive central and pe
ripheral responses. [102] found that all three pulmonary parameters (Forced Vital 
Capacity (FVC), Forced Inspiratory Capacity (FIC), and the Forced Expiratory Vol
ume at 1 second (FEVl)) were increased post training at a statistically significant 
level. It was also found, that the resting heart rate was increased, where this trend 
is in the opposite direction than the training effect observed in normal individuals. 
The explanation for this is not certain, but has been discussed in some detail by [24]. 
Exercise heart rate, although increased from resting levels, remained low, and muscle 
fatigue was always the reason for discontinuing the sessions described in [128]. This 
suggests a peripheral (muscular) rather than central (cardiorespiratory) training ef
fect. The lack of a central effect was reported by [13][111]. It may indicate either a 
poor cardiac response due to decreased sympathetic effects or a low intensity of work 
performed by weak muscles [111]. It has been reported th a t when there is complete 
transection on the spinal cord above T l, the sympathetic influence on the heart is 
disrupted and the heart will not exceed 100/110bpm [34]. [104] found no increase 
in heart rate during leg exercise in individuals with complete lesion while the largest 
response was in the subject with the most incomplete injury. In a similar manner an 
increase in blood pressure was not found in complete paraplegics but was obvious in 
incomplete paraplegics and tetraplegics. This effect was also true for arterial blood 
gases. Other investigators, reporting similar findings [50] [98], have concluded that the 
level and completeness of the injury are the im portant factors determing how nor
mally a subject responds to exercise. [90] reported that FES induced exercise caused 
a huge load on the heart of quadriplegics (blood pressure increased 60%), whereas 
the heart rate was quite variable and depended on the level of injury.
Studies on relatively untrained individuals with SCI indicate th a t FES cycling can 
attract several physiologic adaptations th a t probably reflect both skeletal muscle and 
cardiopulmonary benefits [62]. Generally, after 6 weeks to 6 months of FES-cycle 
training, there were significant performance gains in which endurance increased from 
a few minutes to 30 minutes per session and PO capability increased by 6 to 30 W. 
Correspondingly, there were significant increases in peak V02 (Oxygen Consumption), 
heart rate, stroke volume, cardiac output, and pulmonary ventilation [62].
Thus, the progressive increase in aerobic exercise capability with the initial train
ing experience can enhance the capability for subsequent cardiopulmonary training 
efforts.
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1.5.2 M etabolic

Thrombosis and subsequent Pulmonary Embolism, which often occur during the acute 
phase after SCI, may be due to several factors like venous stasis for instance [62]. Al
though several mechanical (e.g. elastic stockings) and pharmacolog (e.g. heparin) 
prophylactic techniques are usually applied, thrombosis risk remains, and the exist
ing techniques all have drawbacks.
A study by [63] showed tha t FES-induced contractions may reduce coagulation risk 
by enhancing venous blood flow in the legs. [75] demonstrated th a t the incidence of 
thrombosis could be reduced after SCI when FES - induced contractions were applied 
along with low-dose heparin, compared with low-dose heparin alone or a placebo. 
Hence, use of rythmic FES-induced contractions may reduce the risk of thrombo
sis and of circulatory disorders, especially during the acute rehabilitation phase. A 
report by [132] indicated th a t several weeks of FES-induced cycling exercise effec
tively reduced amoung other things, swelling and discomfort in one individual with 
quadriplegia. FES-induced pulses appeared strengthened, which suggested that lower 
limb circulation had improved.
[71] described that persons with SCI, especially those with quadriplegia, are of higher 
risk for infections. Respiratory system infections may be largely due to the reduced 
ability to cough, and urinary tract infections may be largely due to neurogenic dis
function. [71] [80] mentioned th a t it is conceivable th a t an attenuated function of the 
immune system adds to this susceptibility. [80] expressed the possibility that FES- 
induced cycling could improve immune responses and reduce the risk of infections. In 
eight individuals with tetraplegia, he found a significant increase in the number and 
natural killer cells, and this increase lasted for at least 30 minutes following sessions 
of cycle exercise. Although there is some evidence that FES-induced exercise training 
can improve immune system function, there is currently no evidence that this effect 
will translate into reduced incidence of infection in this population [62]. Promising 
data were shown by [89], who reported a 50% reduction in the incidence of kidney 
and bladder infections in those participating in a 2-year FES exercise program. Fur
thermore, [45] found th a t the incidence of some infection problems in 19 individuals 
with SCI became markedly reduced (11 versus 2) while these individuals participated 
in a program for an average of 4.8 years.
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1.5.3 Skeletal

Osteoporosis and with it an increased risk for fractures are a common problem in SCI 
[35] [113], The greatest bone loss occurs in the 2-year-post-SCI period, followed by 
a markedly reduced rate of bone loss [17] [36]. Since increased muscular activity and 
bone loading appear to be im portant in retarding or possibly reversing the progres
sion of osteoporosis, FES-induced exercise may help to damp this problem.
[9] found tha t there was no significant difference in specified bones after a 42 week 
training program. Nevertheless, there was a trend toward increased bone density in 
one case. The study did not indicate a statistically significant increase in the upper 
leg bone density for chronic SCI patients after an exercise training program of up to 
approximately 1 year.
Previous results of FES on osteoporosis in chronic SCI individuals support these find
ings. In the study by [85], the results implied that FES had no impact on osteoporosis. 
W ith immobilisation the, usually loaded with the body mass, bone seems to be more 
susceptible to osteoporosis than others [76]. This was confirmed by [15], where it 
was found th a t although all of the involved areas become osteoporotic, the amount 
of increased porosity appears to be site-specific. [9] had 12 men who were 5-15 years 
post SCI participating in a training program consisting of FES- cycling exercise ses
sions in a total of 68 sessions on average. Bone density before and after the training 
period did not significantly change in the investigated bones. The lack of increase 
in bone density in these studies may be related to the short duration of the training 
programs, insufficient exercise intensity, or the possibility th a t with increased time 
after SCI, osteoporosis may not be markedly reversible. The data however, may also 
suggest that the FES exercise retarded the osteoporosis progression [62].
Studies by [119] showed that bone density loss after FES-cyle training of subjects 
whose time since SCI varied was lower than the expected loss, suggesting a potential 
osteoporosis-retarding effect. Moreover, results from [79] and [127] suggest that, in 
patients with more recent SCI, bone loss may be reduced and osteoporosis progression 
retarded using FES-exercise. This was confirmed by [59] who showed tha t the rate of 
bone density loss in patients with acute SCI who had undergone FES-cycle training 
was lower than that in a control group.
Thus, the available data suggest that FES-induced cycling may be helpful in retarding 
osteoposis progression, especially in the acute phase of SCI, when bone loss is rapid 
[62].
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1.5.4 Psychological Effects

Psychological benefits resulting from FES-cycle training have been reported. [126] 
surveyed 47 individuals with SCI who participated in an FES-cycle home training 
program and reported that approximately 60 % of their subjects indicated improved 
self-image and assessed their appearance to be better following training. Likewise [2] 
found improved self-reliance, self confidence, and social fortification following train
ing. [133] found markedly improved scores (i.e. less depression) on both a subjective 
depression scale and an observer scale.
19 participants of a training study involving FES-cycling by [111] indicated not only 
tha t they felt stronger, more energetic, and less fatigued, but also tha t they had an 
increased feeling of well-being.
These studies suggest that mood disorders, which are common in SCI may be im
proved with regular FES exercise training. However, those with unrealistic expecta
tions for the FES exercise program may demonstrate adverse changes in mood [12].

1.5.5 M uscle Size

Many investigators have examined changes in specified muscle areas after a pro
gramme of stimulation induced cycling, either using common measure methods (mea
sure leg diameters, circumferences e.g.), or quantitative computerized tomography 
(CT).
Using CT, [84] indicated tha t the muscle area of the upper leg was increased by 27 % 
after 10 weeks of FES-cycle training. Also, [137] showed tha t the rate in muscle 
loss in patients with acute SCI was reduced by 20% after daily contractions of the 
quadriceps of one leg, when th a t leg was compared with the nonstimulated control 
leg. Similarly, FES-cycle training has been shown to support hypertrophy of the 
muscles employed, as indicated by increased thigh circumference [5][29][111]. In [128] 
both the quadriceps and the total muscle area of the upper leg were significantly 
increased after a 3 month training, regardless of the initial strength of the patient or 
the completeness of the injury. The hamstrings remained unchanged, which may be 
due to the lower stimulation levels used in order to prevent spasm, or to the nature 
of cycling, which requires more work from the quadriceps than the hamstrings [27]. 
[8] used dual-energy X-ray absortiometry (DEXA) to find tha t FES-induced cycle 
training during the first 6 months post injury could prevent gluteal muscle atrophy
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seen in a nonexercising group. Thus, FES-cycle exercise appears to reverse the dis
use atrophy of paralysed muscles or retard the rate of its progression [62]. Subjective 
comments by many of the participants indicate th a t the mass and appearance of their 
lower limbs greatly improved, which in part motivates them to be involved with this 
therapy [62].

1.5.6 Spasticity

Spasticity often leads to significant discomfort, muscle and joint contractures, severe 
functional impairments, and disruption of daily life activities, all of which can limit 
rehabilitation outcome [62]. Pharmacologic methods are often employed in an at
tem pt to control spasticity. However, they may not be completely effective and may 
produce side effects [130].
One technique to alleviate spasticity use cyclic stimulation of the opposite muscle 
group to block motor neuron activity to the spastic muscle groups [117]. Based on 
these data it seems that FES can be useful in some individuals for short-term reduc
tion of spasticity, and it has been suggested that such techniques may be especially 
useful just before exercises or sleeping [123].
Studies investigating effects of long term FES-induced exercise have shown more 
equivocal results. A study by [46], in which six individuals with incomplete SCI 
underwent 9 to 12 months of FES-induced quadriceps muscle training, showed that 
in four of the six subjects, quadriceps muscle spasticity was reduced; one subject 
showed opposite results. In contrast [118] detected a trend toward increased spastic
ity in persons with incomplete quadriplegia after 4 to 8 weeks of FES induced pulsed 
contractions. [125] surveyed 19 individuals with SCI who performed FES-cycle train
ing at home. Although 6 subjects reported a decrease in spasticity, nine could not 
detect a change, and four noted an increase in spasticity. Subjects in a training study 
by [5] indicated tha t although the periods of spasticity had become less frequent, they 
were often more intense, probably because of the increased muscle strength [62].



C hapter 2 

The Tricycle and the M odifications

Paraplegic cycling via Functional Electrical Stimulation requires not only an appro
priate cycle device, but also some modifications in terms of sensor feedback to the 
computer. This Chapter will give a technical description of the device used, the 
mechanical and electrical modifications made, and the place and the type of sen
sor chosen for this project. The stimulator and the data acquisition card are also 
described.

2.1 General D escription

The main goal of the project is the development of a cycle device for the use of 
paralysed subjects, which combines the demands for low cost, safety, high effectiveness 
of the stimulated muscles, high individuality through the adjustability of important 
details, and optimal in terms of transfer from the wheelchair to the device.
A commercially available tricycle was chosen. Figure 2.1 shows the tricycle ordered.

a: T r icy c le . b: E x p e r im e n ta l S e tu p .

Figure 2.1: E xperim ent.

34
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The wheel in the front is steered, whereas one of the rear wheels is driven. Only one 
rear wheel is driven via a chain to avoid a differential, which would result in a higher 
weight of the whole setup. The device is equipped with a 9 gear chain shift on the 
rear transaxlc. The brake affects the rear wheels. The tricycle was chosen not only 
for its low costs and its light weight, but also for its design, which allows paralysed 
individuals a safe and easy transfer from the wheelchair, since the steering can be 
turned down (see F igure2 .2a).
The adaptation of the tricycle to different body sizes is achieved by a tube in tube 
bracket system of the main frame. The tricycle guarantees high stability due to its 
three wheels. This specific tricycle also offers foot protection in the case of a frontal 
crash with an obstacle, since the crank and therewith the feet are placed behind the 
front wheel. All technical data of the parts ordered for the mechanical modifications 
made are listed in Appendix A.

2.2 M echanical M odifications

The first and most im portant modification to be made in paraplegic cycling is the 
certain fixation of the foot to the pedal, and also the conduct of the legs in the sagittal 
plane. Many possibilities developed in former projects were presented in Chapter 1. 
High foot orthoses which cover the calves and keep the ankle fixed at 90 degrees were 
chosen for this project. The orthoses are made from steel and therefore easy to attach 
to the pedals. Because of their stiffness they also keep the legs in the cycle plane. 
Picture 2.2b shows the orthoses ordered. The supplier can be found in Appendix A.

b: F o o t O r th o se s .

a: S te e r in g  A d ju s ta b ility .

Figure 2.2: D etails.
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For the fixation of the orthoses to the pedals, a freely adjustable adapter was in
vented. The adapter guarentees a certain fortification, and also allows a very simple 
assimilation of the orthoses to each individual cycling. As can be seen in Figure 2.3 
the orthoses are rotatable in the x-y plane, movable in x- direction, and also pivoted 
in the z-y plane. This might be very essential for future optimisation work.

a: A d a p te r . b: A d ju sta b ility .

Figure 2.3: A dapter and A djustab ility  of the O rthoses.

The adapter designed is also very easy to manufacture and of very low cost. Clamp 
compound pedals are used to attach and secure the orthoses via the adapter. On the 
other hand the orthoses are easy to detach with a single screw. In this case the pedals 
can be turned, and the setup can be used by healthy individuals in the usual manner. 
Technical drawings of the adapter can be found in Appendix B. Supplier information 
about the pedals used are listed in Appendix A.
To protect the stimulator against vibration, a box, made of aluminium and lined with 
rubber gum, was designed, and placed on the frame reachable for each cyclist. Its 
technical drawing can be found in Appendix B. The box can be seen in Figure 2.4. 
Sensor feedback is needed for the closed loop control system. The crank velocity, as

Figure 2.4: Stim ulator Box.
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described in [124], was chosen as the control parameter. A 10 bit optical shaft encoder 
is used, because of its low friction, high durability, and high accuracy.
As can be seen in Figure 2.5 a plate with brackets was designed to place the sensor 
close to the crank. The sensor is driven via a chain from the left crank. A left hand 
tandem crank with a 27 teeth chainwheel is used. Another chainwheel is mounted 
on the shaft encoder, using an adapter. Technical drawings of the plate and the 
adapter can be found in Appendix B. Supplier information for the tandem crank and 
the chainwheel are listed in Appendix A.

a: C h a in  to  D r iv e  th e  S en so r . b: S en so r .

Figure 2.5: Crank Feedback.

Finally, a hometrainer had to be optimized for the static use of the tricycle for ex
perimental work in the lab.

Figure 2.6: M odified H om etrainer.

The substructure is a commercially available trainer with two parallel rolls for the 
driven rear wheel on one side and a bracket on the other. The trainer is directly 
placed under the tansaxle of the tricycle, where one wheel is spinning on the rolls
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and the other one is strapped to the frame. After initial tests the trainer showed 
instability, since it moved under the tricycle.
Figure 2.6 shows the modification made in order to achieve safe stability during ex
ercise.

2.3 Electrical M odifications

As already mentioned in Section 2.2 feedback is needed for the design of a closed loop 
control system. In addition to the shaft encoder data other information have to be 
transm itted to a PC or controller as well.
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Figure 2.7: W iring P lan  of th e  M ain C onnector.

In open loop mode a throttle, based on a potentiometer, can be used to feed back 
desired reference conditions, such as torque or velocity, to the PC. The tricycle and 
its control is thus comparable to a motorbike, where the motor is being replaced by 
the stimulated muscles.
To indicate zero stimulation (throttle in zero position), a microswitch is part of the 
throttle. Next to the zero switch in the throttle an additional emergency stop switch 
is part of the tricycle as well.
The shaft encoder feeds back information on the crank position to the PC. The zero 
position on the encoder is fixed, so th a t the zero position of the cranks could only 
be roughly defined by the chain. For this reason an additional ‘zero set’ button is
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installed on the tricycle, which is a further input channel in the evaluation software 
(see Chapter 3). The whole electric wiring diagram of the tricycle is presented in 
Figure 2.7. It shows the pins and the colours of the wires used in the main connector, 
which is placed directly behind the shaft encoder beneath the main tube.
The connection of the tricycle and the PC is solved via two conductors. One conduc
tor is used to transfer the generated measure data (shaft encoder, throttle position, 
emergency stop, and zero set) of the tricycle to a PC. A DB 37 connector with an 
appropriate 37 pin wire is connected to the cable harness of the tricycle and to the 
parallel port of the PC.
The second conductor transm itts the calculated signal from the PC to the stimulator, 
which is fitted on the tricycle. In this case the connection is solved via the typical 
serial port connectors and a 5 pin wire.

2.4 The Stim ulator

A portable stimulator was used for the experiments in this project. 5 integrated, 
rechargeable cells of 1.2 V and 1200 mAh each, provide the power supply of the sti
mulator.

Figure 2.8: Stim ulator, W iring, and E lectrodes.

Up to 8 output-channels of the stimulator can independently be controlled, the gen
erated impulses are monophasic in their progression. A stimulation pattern can either
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be programmed directly, or be transferred online from a PC using the serial acquisi
tion port. An optical coupler galvanically isolates the stimulator from the PC. 
Pulsewidth and current of the generated signals are possible control parameters for 
the stimulation intensity. The amplified voltage of the impulses is kept constant to 
140 V. The pulsewidth can be chosen between 0 and 800 fis, the current is limited to 
a maximum value of 120 mA.
In this project the pulsewidth is the control parameter for the stimulation inten
sity. Its maximum output is limited to 500/^5. The current was set to 60 mA for 
each experiment. Figure 2.8 presents the stimulator used, including the wiring and 
electrodes.

2.5 A D  512 D ata A cquisition Card

The AD 512 acquisition card consist of eight 12-bit analog channels, two 12-bit analog 
output channels, and 8 digital input-output channels respectively.
The maximum sampling rate is limited to 100 kHz. The A /D  ranges as well as the 
voltage output are programmable. Analog input and output ranges can be chosen 
between ±10 V, ±5V , 0-10 V, and 0-5 V. All digital in- and output lines are TTL 
compatible.
The maximum output current is limited to 10 mA, which was always enough to run 
the shaft encoder on the tricycle.



Chapter 3 

D ata Im port and P attern  
G enerator

The development of an open loop controller for the cycle system is the content of this 
Chapter.
In Chapter 1 it was found that the quadriceps, hamstring and gluteal muscle groups 
are of highest interest in cycling. Exactly these muscle groups will be recruited in 
this project. Each of the mentioned muscles has a specific working range during one 
whole cycle. The variables to be defined are the stimulation start-stop angles for 
each muscle with respect to the angle velocity of the crank. The stimulation pattern 
results directly from these 12 parameters, and is probably of highest importance for 
the effectiveness of SCI FES cycling.
The control of all of the six (left and right) muscle groups with respect to their 
interaction seems to be a hard multiple input-single output (miso) control problem, 
where the stimulation amplitude for each muscle is the input, and the pedal frequency 
the system output.
For this project the complex interaction of the stimulated muscles is abstracted and 
only described by the stimulation pattern. A single input - single output (siso) system, 
with stimulation intensity as the input and pedal frequency as the output, is the result. 
As described in Chapter 1 the system used for the ankle orthoses is of one degree of 
freedom. The crank position and angular velocity are the measured and calculated 
system parameters.
This Chapter treats the software to be written to calculate and to apply a stimulation 
pattern via the stimulator to the muscles. The first results achieved after initial 
experiments were done, will be described at the end of this Chapter.

41
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3.1 A bstraction of the Cycle System

Figure 3.1 gives an impression of the cycle system to be developed. The shaft encoder 
delivers data of the crank angle to the pattern generator, where the stimulation pat
tern and the stimulation intensity are calculated. The calculated pattern is compiled 
in the export block and sent, via the serial port, to the stimulator, where the signal 
is converted to electrical impulses for each stimulated muscle.
In this stage the system runs in the open loop mode. Stimulation intensity is directly 
related to the input signal, which can be defined either via the throttle, or directly 
in the PC with an artificially designed input sequence.

Desired 
Intensity /  Velocity

Crank Position Shaft Encoder Data

A4* 1M US H i

«  1»  22t  )!•

Figure 3.1: C ycle System  (M uscle Stim ulation  and C ontraction),

When the system operates controlled in closed loop mode the input signal changes 
from desired stimulation intensity to a desired pedal frequency. At this point a m ath
ematical model of the system is required. A closed loop control will be described in 
Chapter 4.
The stimulation pattern is based on the fixed start-stop angles for the stimulation. 
These parameters are not only highly individual but also time varying. Chapter 5 
describes one possibility of an online variation and optimisation routine for the stim
ulation pattern.
As can be seen in Figure 3.1 the position of the crank, next to the desired input in
formation, is necessary input parameter for the pattern calculator. The pattern for 
each muscle is the pattern calculator output to the stimulator.
Summarizing the things said the pattern generator in its final version must include
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the following parts: data import block, closed loop controller, optimisation routine, 
pattern calculator, and a connector, the export block to the stimulator.
Figure 3.2 presents the simulink function developed for FES cycling. Each of the parts 
mentioned above can be found in the model as well.
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Figure 3.2: P attern  G enerator.

3.2 The Pattern  Generator

The Simulink Blockdiagram in Figure 3.2 presents the evaluation and calculation 
software of the FES-cycle system. The data Import Block on the left side. Controller 
and Optimization Blocks as the input to the Pattern Calculator. The Connector 
Block, which separates the pattern signals for each muscle is connected with the 
Export block, the communication block with the Stimulator.

3.2.1 The Im port Block

The Import Block reads shaft encoder data from the data acquisition card and cal
culates a decimal value (Angle [deg]) from the binary signals. It also reads the infor
mation from the additional switches mounted on the tricycle, such as the ‘Emergency 
Stop’, ‘Zero-Set’, and ‘T hrottle’. In Figure 3.3 the main parts of the data evaluation
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can be seen, such as the Derivatives, the Angle Calculation, Zeroset Input and Mem
ory, and the Reference Signal block.

Angla Cmkulmllon Mamoiv

ZaroMi Inpul

Rafaranea Signala

F ig u re  3.3: Im p o rt-B lo c k

The import blocks for each channel can be found on the left side. Channels 1 to 
10 (bit) are the binary information produced by the shaft encoder. The throttle input 
requires 2 channels, since the throttle is not only based on a potentiometer, but also 
on a zero-position switch. Furthermore an emergency-stop-channel and a zero-set- 
channel for the positioning of the pedal-zero are input information of 1 bit each.
All blocks on the right side in Figure 3.3 contain the export signals of the Import 
Block. Each signal is transferred to the workspace of matlab and can thus be stored 
for later evaluation. The input and output parameters of the Import Block are listed 
below.
In p u t p a ra m e te rs : shaft encoder, 10 channels; stop and zero set, 1 channel each; 
throttle, 2 channels.
O u tp u t p a ra m e te rs : crank angle, -velocity, -acceleration, emergency stop, refer
ence signal, time.
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A ngle C alculation

Figure 3.4 shows the calculations to be done to transfer the 10 bit shaft encoder signals 
into a decimal value. Input (In i)  is the 10bit vector of the shaft encoder 

([LSB B itl Bit2 BitsBit4 Bit5 B it6B it!BU S Bit9 HSB]).
All its values have to be rounded to 0 and 1 (because of measurement noise) in the 
ceil block. The resulting binary vector is multiplied with the Binarycode- vector 
[1 2 4 816 32 64 128 256 512] to calculate a decimal value.

D e g r e e

Figure 3.4: A ngle C alculation.

The block Degree is a factor to transform the 1024 resolution into a 360 resolution of 
one turn in degrees.

Zeroset Input and Zeroset M em ory

The zero position of the shaft encoder is mechanically fixed, but desired to be a 
free parameter to overcome the range of different body sizes for the adaptation of 
each cyclist to the tricycle (see Chapter 2). Figure 3.5 presents the uncovered blocks 
Zeroset Memory and Zeroset Input to solve this task.

D u ll

-KZ)
O ut2

a: Z ero se t In p u t.

G > -

+ Œ )
O u t i

b: Z ero se t M em o ry . 

Figure 3.5: Zero Set B locks Input and M em ory.

The zeroset input (Figure 3.5a) consist of two block inputs and two outputs. Input 1
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(In i)  is the crank position [deg] measured by the shaft encoder, and in p u t2 the 
zeroset switch input, rounded to the binary values [01]. The block Output is the 
current, non-corrected crank position, which can be seen either directly on the scope, 
or on the workspace, using the variable ‘store-angle’.
The main parts of this block are the switch and the memory block A. The switch 
passes through input 1, when input 2 is greater than or equal to threshold, otherwise 
passes through inputs. The threshold was defined to 1, and zero is the standard 
input value of input 2, as long as the switch zeroset is not pressed. After running the 
programme, the memory A is initialized with zero. After pressing the zeroset button 
on the tricycle, memory A is overwritten with the current crank angle. Thus, memory 
A always contains the value for the correction calculation.
Figure 3.5b presents the correction calculations to be done. The value of memory A 
is subtracted from input 1 (not corrected crank position). The threshold in the switch 
is defined to zero, the corrected angle is, unless positive in its value, directly passed 
through input 1 to the output.
As long as the corrected angle is negative in its value (current angle < memory value), 
360 is added, and the new value passed through input 3 to the output. Thus, the 
output value of the Zeroset Memory block is the corrected current crank position.

R eference Signals

Finally the desired reference signal (stimulation intensity for open loop control, pedal 
frequency for closed loop control) had to be transformed from a 0 to 5 V input signal 
from the throttle into a corresponding normalized signal in [0-100%] (stimulation 
intensity or pedal frequency). F igure3.6 presents the subsubsystem ‘Throttle Cali
bration’ of the ‘Reference Signal’ block.

Calibration

Out)In2

ceil

Ini Ouil

Figure 3.6: T h rottle  C alibration.

The two block inputs (throttle position and zero switch) are multiplied only after 
the throttle position input (0-5 V) was normalized in the range of 0 and 100%, and
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the zero switch input rounded, to guarantee zero output if the throttle rests in that 
position. Block output is a normalized signal in the range of 0 and 100 in [%].
To run the system with a designed input signal, not via throttle as the reference, 
another subsystem was created, which can be seen in Figure 3.7.

Figure 3.7: R eference Signals.

The manual switches in this block can be used to define the input (reference) signal. 
The tricycle can thus be controlled either directly, using the throttle, or by computer, 
with the outputs of a step, a ramp, or a staircase function. A PRBS input signal 
for the identification of the system for closed loop control (see Chapter 4) can also be 
chosen.

D erivatives

In addition to the information on the current angle, the speed and the acceleration 
of the crank are im portant data as well.
Since the speed is the first derivative of the angle, and the acceleration the second, a 
discrete derivative was written in Matlab. The S-function block ‘Derivative’ contains 
the code. The signal from the angle had to be low pass filtered, since the angle signal 
jumps from 360 to 0 deg after completing one cycle, which would result in peaks of 
the velocity and acceleration at these times. Both the derivative as well as the low 
pass filter of the S-function Derivatives can be found in Appendix C.
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3.2.2 Controller and O ptim ization Blocks

Chapters 4 and 5 describe the Controller and the Optimization Block. Presently the 
FES-cycle system is open loop controlled and there is no online optimization. For 
this reason data  are transferred directly through the controller and the optimization 
blocks and these systems have no influence on the data whatsoever. That means the 
input and output values of these blocks are equal.
The position of the blocks can be seen from Figure 3.2.

3.2.3 P attern  Calculator B lock

Cycling is an interm ittent process, where each muscle is stimulated only during a 
limited range of one cycle. The S-function block ‘Stimulation Times’ (see Figure 3.2) 
calculates, dependent on the crank position and the crank velocity, the output signal 
for each muscle. The amplitude of the output signal is the normalized reference 
output from the Import Block, like the throttle position, for instance.
The whole algorithm basically depends on the start and stop angles for each muscle 
defined in the Matlab script ‘fescyclingstart’ (see Appendix C).
The algorithm compares the actual angle with the defined angles and either feeds the 
reference signal directly through to the dependent muscle, or sets the output signal 
to zero. But due to the time delay, which occurs between muscle stimulation and 
muscle contraction, the crank velocity is a further input parameter in this algorithm.

3.2.4 C om pensation of the V elocity

For the derivation of the velocity- compensation routine the force produced by each 
stimulated muscle is, due to the short period of activation in one cycle, assumed to 
be constant by neglecting nonlinearities and the influence of muscle fatigue. In this 
case the maximum torque produced in cycling is initially approximated by Figure 3.8, 
where the stimulation-force-delay of muscle activation is shorter than the time delay 
of relaxation [66]. However, when muscles are electrically stimulated fibres are re
cruited differently and all fibres are excited synchronously. As a result, the overall 
rates of activation and force development are slower. For example, the 10-90 % rise 
time in force in paralysed quadriceps muscles electrically stimulated at 50 Hz, ranges 
from 120-360 ms; relaxation times for the same muscles are between 90 and 180 ms 
[66]. When muscle is stimulated at 30 Hz, the rise time is expected to be longer [16].
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In [3] it was found that the optimal control for minimum time cycling is bang bang 
input. The dotted line in Figure 3.8 shows the progression of the stimulation and the 
equivalent stimulation times for a crank velocity of 15 rpm.
Basically two methods were used in former projects to find a general stimulation pat
tern. Either static force measurements were done to find the times where each muscle 
generates force which can be used eflPectively for cycling, or dynamic experiments 
were done with a constant velocity, using the technique of EMG (see Chapter 1). 
Both methods result in a stimulation pattern valid only in a small velocity range, 
since the time delay for the muscle stimulation is constant, and the angle, through 
which the pedal passes per sample time, changes with the velocity.

E x am p le : A muscle stimulation delay of only 0.1s is assumed although in [66] a 
delay up to 0.36 s was found. It is also assumed that the start-stop angles for stimu
lation were found in static experiments, meaning 0 rpm.
Using the angles found, the system is assumed to be operated by 90 rpm, where the 
pedal passes through an angle of about 54 deg per tenth of a second. The point of 
muscle contraction without compensation would be shifted forward to 54 deg of the 
crank, where probably the muscle effectiveness is reduced significantly.

The algorithm invented calculates the angle to be compensated, depending on the 
crank velocity. The algorithm was combined with the algorithm found for the in
term ittent stimulation pattern, and compensates the time delay between stimulation 
and contraction. The algorithm can be found in Appendix C. The evaluation of the 
individual contraction-delay will be discussed in Chapter 3.4.
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3.2.5 Connector Block

As can be seen in Figure 3.9, the Connector Block works basically as a connection- 
box, where the outputs of the function ‘Pattern Calculator’ are connected with the 
‘Export Block’, the compiler block for the stimulator.
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Figure 3.9: C onnector Block.

The tricycle‘s emergency stop intervenes at this point, to exclude calculation errors 
in the function caused by emergencies.
The signals for each muscle are factored by five, to calculate the necessary pulsewidth 
[0-500//s] from the signal intensity in [%]. The saturation block protects the stim
ulated subject from calculation errors, since it limits the maximum pulsewidth to 
500/is. As can be also seen in Figure 3.9, only the pulsewidth is used as a control 
parameter, although the current, which is fixed to a constant value of 60 mA for this 
application, could be controlled as well.
O utput parameters of this function are the calculated pulsewidths for each muscle, 
as well as the constant currents for each muscle.

3.2.6 Export Block

The Export Block is a C-function, which compiles the calculated pulsewidths and 
currents for each muscle into a special format, to successively transfer the data via 
the serial port to the stimulator.
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3.3 The Stim ulation Pattern

As can be found in Chapter 1, basically 2 methods exist to find an individual stimu
lation pattern. Both of them are not only time consuming, but also highly expensive, 
since either force plates or an EMG-unit is needed.
Another approach, not only very fast and cheap, but also highly individual, was in
vented for this project.
The approach works as follows. One muscle of the lower limbs is stimulated with 
constant pulsewidth and current values. Then the leg is moved back and forward on 
the tricycle to find out the range where the muscle contraction produces a torque on 
the crank. The ‘S ta rt’ and ‘Stop’ angles found for each muscle are written down in 
the ‘fescyclingstart’ Matlab-script, which can be found in Appendix C.
Another im portant influence in effective cycling is the position of the whole body, 
and especially the lower limbs on the cycle device. As described in Chapter 2 the 
developed tricycle offers a wide range of adjustability. The shaft encoder zero is a 
free parameter after its modification in the Pattern-Generator.

3.3.1 The Standardized C yclist Position

All the experiments in this project were done with one healthy subject. To produce 
results, which are not only optimal for one special subject, but also comparable for test 
sessions on different days and different individuals, the im portant cycle parameters 
had to be normalized. Figure 3.10 shows the parameters of the highest influence.

Figure 3.10: Param eters x, ymin and a.

The distance x  was defined to be optimal if the knee never extended to 180 deg over a 
whole cycle. This must be guaranteed also for high pedal frequencies, when the upper
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body of the cyclist probably moves in a small range. The knee angle in its maximum 
extension was chosen to be about 160 deg. Another im portant parameter is the shaft 
encoder zero, because the whole stimulation pattern found is based on this position. 
The zero was set in a position of the right leg, where the distance between the knee 
and the upper body of the cyclist is a minimum ymin-

3.4 Initial Experim ents

In Chapter 1 it was found that the quadriceps, hamstrings and gluteals are of highest 
effectiveness in cycling. For the investigations in this project precisely these muscle 
groups were stimulated. A 27 year old intact male subject, name it MR, was recruited 
for the experiments.
The initial experiments done to find a basic setup for one cyclist are divisible in two 
parts: a static part to find the start-stop angles for the stimulation of each muscle, and 
a dynamic part, where the pedal frequency changes in such a way tha t the parameter 
of the stimulation delay can be verified.

S tatic  E xperim ents

The first part, described in Section 3.3 was done after the zeroset calibrations for 
the normalized distance x, ymin and angle a  (Section 3.3.1) were found. The static- 
stimulation ranges for each muscle, presented in Figure 3.11 were established.

270

270 ‘
‘180*

160

Figure 3.11; S tatic S tim ulation  T im es, Zeroset C orrection, and V elocity  
C om pensation , R ight Side

W ith the next step, a typical muscle-stimulation delay of 0.2s was chosen. A step 
of low pedal frequencies was applied to the whole system. Figure 3.12 presents the
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results of this initial cycle test.
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Figure 3.12: Step  R esponse o f th e  Tricycle (V elocity  o f th e  Crank).

As can be seen the velocity of the crank achieved is nearly constant, it oscillates with 
a small amplitude only, which is probably due to the acceleration and deceleration of 
the lower limbs during one whole cycle.

D ynam ic Evaluation of the T im e D elay

For the second part, in order to create a standard setup for one individual, the 
dynamic investigations for the determination of the muscle-stimulation delay have to 
be done.
For this reason a ramp input is applied. The function increases the stimulation (via 
the pulswidth) from 0 to the maximum, so tha t the whole stimulation range is covered. 
The parameter Time delay’ has to be changed in such a way that the crank velocity 
(system output) is also increased over the whole velocity range.
Figure 3.13 presents the system input and output, comparing a good approximation 
of the delay parameter with a setup without compensation. The Figure shows the 
major influence of this parameter in dynamic cycling.
At velocities over 100 rpm the system starts to oscillate. This effect is caused by the 
limited computation power and is not due to the stimulated subject. About 100 rpm 
is too fast for the evaluation software, whereas the subject still increased the pedal 
frequency.
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3.4.1 R esults

After this initial test to adapt the hardware and software to the cyclist, some more 
complex tests were done.
For this reason a staircase function was applied to the system. Using this test the 
efficiency of the system in dynamic and static activity is reflected.
Figure 3.14 presents the input (pulsewidth [%]) and the system response (pedal fre
quency [rpm]).
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Figure 3.14: Stair R esponse o f th e Tricycle.

As can be seen the crank velocity is increased with every step and static between
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steps, which confirms a good static and dynamic approximation of the corresponding 
parameters. This is true for the minimum speed as well as for the maximum. Muscle 
fatigue is not evident, which is probably due to the healthy and very sportive subject 
MR.
As also can be seen from Figure 3.14 the signal oscillates in every working point. This 
is probably due to the normal cycling dynamic which affects some areas of acceler
ation and some of deceleration during one cycle. FES cycling supports this effect 
further, since its stimulation pattern is hybrid between the on and off points of each 
muscle. On the other hand the system runs in open loop mode at this point. If a very 
fast controller with a good adaptation was used, a smoother signal with a decreased 
oscillation might be achieved.
Finally the different system dynamics in the modes of increasing (first half) and de
creasing (second half) can be seen in Figure 3.14. One possible explanation for this 
effect could be that the muscle power increased after it warmed up in the first 40 s, 
and the required stimulation value for a specific velocity decreased.



C hapter 4 

System  Identification and  
Controller D esign

The identification of the tricycle and the design of an RST- controller for the speed 
of the crankshaft is the content of this Chapter. For the system identification a 
physical model, based on differential equations, could be derived. But due to the 
many uncertainties and nonlinearities of the system, like individual muscle parameters 
and their time variance, an estimated model can be very helpful.
The coefficients of the transfer function can be estimated by the criterion of Least 
Squares, using the measurement of the system response. The Identification Toolbox 
of MatLab was chosen to estimate transfer functions of the system.

4.1 Step R esponses

The first step to identify a system is to examine step responses. The sample time 
is deducible from the rise time of the step response. Starting from this point, the 
amplitude and the bandwidth of the PRB-Signal may be established for the later 
estimation of the transfer function. In case of the tricycle, the step response is not 
chosen as the range between zero and the maximum velocity output, but as the range 
of normal cycle speed, meaning the range 0 to 80 [rpm]. Figure 4,1 shows a PRBS 
response of the system within these limits.
As a first attem pt, the sample time is chosen as Tg=100ms. The rise time, defined as 
the time between 10% and 90% of steady state value, can be seen in Figure 4.1. As 
already mentioned, the response is not constant with time and is also nonlinear. The 
rise time varies in a range of 0.5 s and 1.5 s, The rise time probably depends on the
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Figure 4.1: P R B S -R esp on se o f th e  Tricycle (V elocity  of th e  Crank).

crank -and leg- position. If the step occurs, for instance, in maximum power output 
crank positions, the rise time might be positively influenced. On the other hand, 
if the step occurs in one of the dead-angles where no muscle is stimulated and the 
system itself is driven forward only by its inertia, the rise time might be increased. 
The Nyquist-Frequency limits the frequency range within control action is possible if 
the controller is to be realized in discrete time fashion, as in this case. For a sampling 
rate of 10 Hz which corresponds to a sample time of 100 ms, the Nyquist Frequency is 
Wm = 31.4 rad  On the other hand the bandwidth of the system Wb is calculable 
by the approximation Wbtr ~  2.2 (±0.15) [131]. The maximum bandwidth of the 
system can thus be estimated by choosing the fastest rise time of the system, which 
is about 0.7s. W ith this estimation the bandwidth is Wb ~  3.14 r a d s “ h In this case 
the system is controllable over its whole frequency range.
Time delays of the system are also im portant to identify. Like the rise time, the 
time delay of the system is not constant, but varies in a range from 100 to 500 ms 
(see F igure4.2). This effect is probably based on the same system attributes as the 
variability of the rise time.
This initial test displays the nonlinearity and time variance of the system very well. 
The controller design for systems like this is not trivial. Using an ordinary linear 
controller in this case could result in an unsatisfactuary performance, if the rise time 
is faster on the tricycle than predicted. On the other hand a controller, which is faster 
than the tricycle, could result in crude control signals and finally in instability.
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Figure 4.2: Step  T im e D elays.

As a first attem pt a linear controller will be designed. Since the time delay can 
not be accurately specified, different controllers based on different models have to be 
designed and to be tested for each individual.

4.2 The PR B-Signal

A Pseudo Random Binary Signal (PRB-Signal) was calculated to identify the sys
tem. PRB-Signals are well suited for identification tasks because of their stochastic 
attributes which are comparable to white noise. PRB-Signals are deterministic and 
therefore repeatable.
The input range of the one used is normalized in the bounds of [0100], which cor
responds to the min-max range in percent of the stimulation intensity (pulsewidth). 
Since the plant was assumed to be highly nonlinear, the system should be identified 
at different input operating points [45 60 75]. The amplitude of the signal was chosen 
to be ±  15 to ensure tha t the difference between the lower and the upper bound is 
obvious in the systems response. The amplitude should be selected, on the other 
hand, to be as small as possible to identify only the local models.
The bandwidth of the PRB-Signal has to be within the bandwidth of the system 
which is to be identified. Furthermore, the PRB-Signal has to be periodic in the test 
interval so one part can be used as estimation data and the other as validation data. 
The PRB-Signal used for the identification of the system in operating point 60 is 
depicted in Figure 4.3a. The system response we measured is shown in Figure 4.3b.
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Figure 4.3: S ystem  Identification.

4.3 The A R X  M odel

A simple ARX-model can be estimated directly from the measured input-output plant 
data. The model is described by

where the polynomials A an B are defined as [131]

^ (9  =  1 +   ̂ . 4- g

{̂.Q. )̂ — 0̂ +   ̂ +  ... +  bjiuQ

(4.1)

(4.2)

(4.3)

y{k) is the output, u{k) is the input and a time delay of Uk samples. A and B
are polynomials in the unit delay operator q~^. The coefficients of the polynomials 
are determined by the standard least squares method [70] using the input /  output 
data in Figure 4.3.

4.4 Order Selection

In the literature survey it was found th a t stimulated human muscles feature a time 
delay between stimulation and muscle action. This delay depends for instance on the 
thickness of the skin and differs for each human - and each muscle- between 150 ms 
and 350 ms. This was confirmed with the initial cycle tests done in this project, where
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the optimum time delay, for the same cyclist and for the step response, was found 
at about 200 ms. It has to be admitted, that 6 muscle groups are stimulated during 
cycling, and tha t these 200 ms are probably the mean value of them all. This would 
explain the variation in the step responses even better, since rise time and time delay 
not only depend on the high or low power output crank positions (see C hapters), 
but also on the stimulated muscles.
Numerator and denominator order, as well as the number of sample times representing 
the delay of the system, are input parameters for the model estimation. The delay 
differs between 100 ms and 500 ms. A muscle delay of up to 360 ms is known from 
Chapters. This result in a model of 3 or 4 sample times delay. Considering the step 
responses, a very well damped model of first or second order is expected as well. The 
number of zeros can thus not be more than 1 in case of a causal system.
6 ARX models were estimated and compared by their mean square errors. The mean 
square error is defined by

\
(4.4)A  ,

A ;= l

where Us{k) is the model output. The ARX models are defined by [nanb-\-lnk], where 
na  is the order, nb the number of zeros, and nk  the sample times delay (Equations
(4.1)_(4.3)).
Table 4.1 presents the deviations of the investigated models with different prediction 
horizons. The models with the best approximation are the ARX [114], [213], and

ARX-Model
prediction horizon

1 5 20 oo
1 1 3 1.1285 3.178 4.8442 4.9467
1 1 4 1.1163 3.1008 4.7029 4.7582
1 1 5 1.177 3.34 4.9767 4.9909
2 1 4 0.88852 3.0241 4.7933 4.8685
2 1 3 0.88392 2.8691 4.4981 4.595
2 2 3 0.87502 2.8608 4.5046 4.5936

Table 4.1: M odel-D eviations w ith  Different P red iction  H orizons.
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[2 2 3]. The ARX [2 2 3] is the most accurate, but also the most complex one. Still 
its deviation is not much better than the one from the ARX [213]. In this case the 
model with the simpler transfer function is to be preferred. The ARX [114] is even 
less complex than the ARX [213], but its deviation to the real system is evidently 
worse than the one of 2nd order. Figure 4.4a shows the system response (dots) and

I
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E
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a: M e a su r e d  a n d  E s t im a te d  O u tp u t. b: z ^ -P lan e.

Figure 4.4: Sim ulated O utput and Poles o f th e  A R X  [2 1 3] -M odel.

the output of the ARX [2 1 3]-model (solid line). The poles of the estimated model 
are shown in Figure 4.4b. In the step response Figure 4,5 can be seen that the rise

0.8

0.6

C L

0.2

Tim e[s]

a: S te p  R e s p o n s e .
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<u 0.04 ■o
0.03Q.
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Tim e [s]

b: Im p u lse  R e s p o n s e .

Figure 4.5: Step  and Im pulse R esponse of the A R X  [2 1 3] -M odel.

time of the system is about 3.5 s. W ith its 2 poles on the real axis it is, as predicted, 
very well damped. The impulse clarifies the huge inertia of the system.
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4.5 Controller D esign

The identified ARX model [2 1 3] is the basis for the design procedure of a linear dis
crete input-output pole-placement controller. The controller is to be designed with 
two degrees of freedom for one selected operating point [131].
The starting point is the general equation of a pole-placement controller (see Fig
ured.6):

u{k) =  i(T r(A :) -  S{y{k) -f n{k))) (4.5)

where r{k) is the reference, u{k) the control signal, y{k) the system output, n{k) 
the measurement noise, and R ,S  and T  are the controller polynomials in the delay 
operator. The polynomials are defined by:

R(g“ )̂ =  1 -1- riq~^ + ... -j- (4.6)

S{q )̂ =  So +  siç ^-f-. . . -f Sîi^ç (4.7)

T{q = to-\-t\q  ̂ +  (4.8)

The main goal of the controller design is to determine these polynomials in a way 
tha t the relationship between output y{k) command signal r{k) becomes:

y{k) = H^[q-^)r{k) =  (4.9)

Using a pole-placement controller it is possible to cancel stable poles and zeros in 
the plant. It is assumed tha t the polynomial coefficients A and B are factorized as 
A  =  A~^A~ and B  =  B ^ B ~  where A'^ and B ^  are the factors th a t will be cancelled. 
The factor q~'^^B" cannot be cancelled. For this reason it must be part of the 
desired numerator polynomial. B ^  — q~^'^B~Bm- Im portant, especially in case of 
the tricycle, is the attenuation of input and output disturbances. For this reason 
the controller is required to have integral action, which means tha t the denominator- 
polynomial of the controller R  has to contain the factor (1 — q~^). Considering the 
things said, the controller polynomials can be written as [131]:

R =  { l ~ q - ^ ) B + R  (4.10)

S ^ A + S  (4.11)

T  = BmAoA-^ (4.12)
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The polynomial A q is called the observer polynomial. To obtain the controller, the 
Diophantine equation has to be solved. The Diophantine equation is the denominator 
polynomial of the whole closed loop system, which is represented in the following 
equation [131]:

(4.13)

The specifications of the tracking performance are governed by the pulse transfer 
fnnction = BmlAm- The desired regulatory behaviour is given by the observer 
polynomial A q - The control structure is shown in F igure4.6.

u(k)r(k)

Figure 4.6: C ontroller Structure.
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4.6 Experim ents

After completing the controller design procedure, closed-loop speed control was tested. 
All initial experiments were done with the healthy subject MR for two reasons. Firstly, 
to test the system. If the system had been tested with a paralysed individual, the 
detection of disfunctions would become much harder, since SCI people usually do not 
feel their lower limbs, even if stimulated. In this case the cycle system was tested step 
by step with low stimulation intensity, and the feedback from the stimulated subject 
was used to detect disfunctions.
Secondly, to get an impression whether an effective muscle stimulation causes a more 
convenient skin-sensation than one of low efficiency. This might be the case, because 
a muscle stimulation in the right time forces a muscle contraction with lower resis
tance. This effect could simplify the process of data evaluation and interpretation in 
order to find an optimal setup.
As described in C hapters, a staircase function as the reference signal fulfills the eval
uation demands of static and dynamic system behavior. For this reason a staircase 
function was designed and used in the closed loop control experiments. The velocity 
reference signal operates the tricycle in a normal cycle frequency between 30 and 
80 rpm. The staircase function consists of 6 velocity levels, each level operates for 
10 s. The function is defined by the following vector: [50 30 60 30 40 80 70 30). The 
overall time for one experiment is about 80 s.
All the plots presented in this Chapter include 4 signals. The staircase function as 
the reference input in [desired rpm], the output of the estimated model [rpm], the 
controller output (pulsewidth [%]), and the crank velocity [rpm]. W ith the exception 
of the controller output (pulswidth) the signals describe the crank velocity. As de
scribed in Chapter 4 the current is kept constant at 60 mA.
The stimulated subject was not able to see the monitor with the reference signal. 
He also guaranteed not to do any voluntary work on the tricycle. All the mechani
cal adjustabilities of the tricycle were adapted to the cyclist as described in Chapter 3.

The main goal of the experiments was to see if and how the tricycle closed loop 
control works. Different models are to be tested, and the free parameters of the RST- 
controller are to be varied, to see their influence on cycling.
Since the controller design is based on the identified model, the model is probably 
of highest influence for closed loop cycling. It should be the first parameter to be
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varied. As rise time and damping are the free control parameters they are going to 
be changed when an appropriate model was found.

For the first experiment the control parameters were set at conservative values. So 
the damping of the system was defined to be 1 and the rise time set to 5 s, to exclude 
hard control signals based on the performance.
A controller was designed based on the ARX [2 1 3] model, and the experiment was 
started.
Figured.? presents the measured and calculated system inputs and outputs. It is
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Figure 4.7: A R X  [2 13], D am ping Factor 1.0, R ise T im e 5 s.

obvious tha t the control signal oscillates in a huge range for the whole time. The
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stimulated subject felt quite uncomfortable during the experiment.
Compared to the initial cycle tests described in Chapter 3 the measured velocity os
cillates with a large amplitude. This is not the case when the velocity surpasses 
80 rpm. The dynamics of the estimated model do not reflect the systems real behav
ior. Especially in times of deceleration the model differs from the real system. In 
times of acceleration the mean value of the velocity approximately coincides with the 
estimated model.
As described in [66] and confirmed in Chapter 3 the time delay of muscle stimula
tion and muscle contraction varies in a wide range. For this reason different ARX 
models were tested for the design of different controllers. The controller design based
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Figure 4.8: A R X  [2 14], D am ping Factor 1.0, R ise T im e 5 s.
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on the ARX [2 14] model produced the best results. Figure 4.8 presents the systems 
behavior with the modified controller, based on the model with 4 sample times delay. 
The control signal is smooth in comparison to the one obtained in the first test. The 
modehs dynamics for acceleration and deceleration tasks fully reflects the real system 
behaviour. Only at static cycling the velocity signal of the tricycle starts to oscil
late. This might be due to the accelerated and decelerated masses of the lower limbs 
and the tricycle during one cycle. The stimulated subject felt comfortable with the 
stimulation over the whole velocity range. Thus the velocity compensation routine 
is necessary to guarantee efficient cycling. Nevertheless the free parameters of the
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Figure 4.9: A R X  [2 1 3 ], D am ping Factor 1.3, R ise T im e 7 s.

controller should be used to additionally modify the systems behavior. A decreased
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rise time and a smoother control signal are desirable system attributes.
It was found tha t the desired rise time can not be decreased below 4 s. The controller 
signal started to oscillate in a manner comparable to the oscillation shown in the first 
experiment. Further experiments showed that the control signal can be smoothed, 
if rise time and damping are increased. Figure 4.9 presents the final solution, after 
increasing the damping factor to 1.3 and the rise time to 7 s. Although the control 
signal and the velocity are much smoother and the stimulated subject felt even better, 
the performance of the whole system decreased. The area below the control signal 
reflects the energy needed for the muscle stimulation during the whole experiment. 
The area between 0 and 80 s was calculated by the trapezoid rule

/  -  (X. -  +  ... +  ( , ,  _  (4.14)

Comparing the size of this area in Figure 4.8 with Figure 4.9 shows, that the en
ergy needed to stimulate the muscle is increased in the last setup (3.0694 e 3 against 
3.3413 e 3). The efficiency of the stimulated muscle with the modified controller is 
not as good as with controller 2. Also the model does not reflect the systems dynamic 
behavior as accurate as in Figure 4.8.

C onclusions

The time delay between stimulation and muscle contraction is of major influence on 
the speed control in FES cycling. Its determination is difficult, since it can not be 
identified directly, using a PRB-signal for instance. A model based on a wrong stim
ulation delay results in rough control signals.
The controller designed was able to solve dynamic and static cycling tasks in a very 
precise manner, although the interaction of 6 muscles was controlled.
The velocity signal oscillates, especially in static cycling tasks. This effect was min
imized using the control parameters ‘rise tim e’ and ‘dam ping’. The modifications 
indeed decreased the performance of the system and also the muscle effectiveness. It 
seems tha t some oscillation is normal for some reasons (inertia of the accelerated and 
decelerated muscles and the ‘hybrid’ muscle stimulation).
A healthy subject is able to sense the quality of a model with the aid of the stimu
lation. As suspected, a muscle contraction at the right time, with lower resistance, 
feels more convenient than one with higher resistance.
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Sum m ary and Future W ork

The development of a tricycle for the use of people with spinal cord injury and the 
development and testing of a closed-loop speed controller for FES-cycling were the 
major contributions of this work. Therefore a detailed literature survey was done 
during the early stages of this project.
A commercially available tricycle was ordered. The tricycle was modified with a shaft 
encoder on the pedal crank for the control of the muscles in the lower limbs via Func
tional Electrical Stimulation. Other parts, such as an electric throttle, an emergency 
switch, and a calibration switch were mounted as well. Foot orthoses, for the fixation 
of the paralysed feet on the pedals, were ordered additionally.
Software for the control of the cycle system was developed, where data acquisition is 
done using Mat lab /  Simulink and the Real Time Toolbox.
Initial cycle experiments were realized with one healthy subject. A stimulation pat
tern was found, using a new identification technique based on an experiment with a 
static and dynamic part. The pedal frequency was taken in account as well. It was 
possible to use the tricycle in a velocity range never documented before.
A closed loop Pole Placement Controller was designed for the speed control of the 
tricycle. The speed control worked well, whereby the healthy subject MR was not 
able to see the monitor with the reference signal at any time.
The results show that a simple second order transfer function is able to accurately 
model the pulsewidth-speed dynamics. The closed loop controller based on this model 
is in turn able to provide accurate tracking of arbitrary speed reference patterns. The 
closed loop speed signal shows some intra cycle variation, which might be due to the 
underlying stimulation pattern.
The identification and controller design process is simple and can be applied rapidly

69
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to each cyclist at the start of an exercise session. The controller is tuned to each 
individual to ensure that the best feedback control performance is achieved. Thus, 
feasibility of this new methodology for the design of an automatic speed controller for 
FES cycling has been proven. Still the single subject data achieved with a healthy 
subject has to be evaluated by further tests to determine the wider applicability of 
the results. The work has been published lately [58] and is now being utilized within 
a pilot study with three volunteer paraplegic subjects at the General Hospital in Glas
gow.
Nevertheless a few things have to be developed and to be investigated in the future. 
The distance between hip and crank should be adjustable with the seat, and not, like 
in this version, with the front tube of the tricycle. Another mechanical modification 
could be safety belts for free cycling experiments.
Next to the mechanical modifications to be made, stimulation parameters need to be 
further individualized to increase the effectiveness of the cycle system. Because of its 
major influence on the effectiveness of cycling, a further optimization and individu
alisation of the stimulation pattern might be highly reasonable.
One straightforward solution to meet these requirements could be the accurate m ath
ematical modeling and the later simulation and optimization of the pattern. The 
model from Riener [116] could be used for this task. But although individual pa
rameters, such like body masses and lengths, are utilized, the simulation will never 
represent the real system behaviour with respect to its time variance, evoked by the 
individual influence of muscle fatigue, or the changes of the skin dampness for ex
ample. If these stimulation parameters are kept constant over the time, the muscle 
effectiveness decreases and fatigue occurs even faster. This might be one major reason 
for the low longterm performance of FES cycling.
Another feasible method to overcome changing plant attitudes might be the design of 
a robust controller. But since the robustness of this type of controller is only based 
on a conservative design procedure, which does not change control parameters during 
control action, robust controller are not able to overcome fatigue either. Addition
ally, because of their conservative design, they are of lower performance than other 
controller structures, which is, especially in case of the stimulated muscle with low 
performance, an undesirable property.
Time depending and highly individual system parameters could be taken into ac
count, if only they could be detected directly from the operating system (online). In 
this case the parameters could be varied and thus be optimized as well.
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Start and stop angles of the stimulation pattern as well as the time delay between 
muscle stimulation and contraction are the parameters to be optimized. The variation 
of each of these parameters is the task of running an optimization. The optimization 
would evaluate after every variation, if the systems efficiency is increased or decreased. 
The variations further direction is based on the evaluation result.
The pedal frequency could be used to measure the systems efficiency. Therefore the 
stimulation intensity as well as the working rate (friction) has to be kept constant, 
an increased efficiency thus results in increased velocity.
Considering this, the variation and optimization are straightforward. Assuming con
stant stimulation intensity and friction of the system, the start-stop angles as well as 
the time delay have to be varied, and the pedal frequency has to be measured. If the 
frequency increases after a parameter is varied, the variation is continued in the same 
direction. If not, the variation is continued in the opposite direction.
A first attem pt was done to vary and to optimize system parameters online. The 
location of the Optimization block in the cycle system can be seen from Figure 3.2 
in Chapter 3. The routine used to vary and optimize one of the parameters can be 
found in Appendix C. (Online Optimization)
The routine developed was tested in initial tests. One stimulation parameter (start 
angle quadriceps, right side) was varied in one direction (-2 deg), the pedal frequency 
increased slightly.
In conclusion the routine does basically work, but work will be necessary to fully 
extend the possibilities this ‘Online Optimization’ provides.
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S-F unction  S tim u lation  P a ttern

function [sys,xO,str,ts]= hamstring(t,x,u,flag,Ts); 
switch flag, 
case 0,
[sys,xO,str,ts]= mdlInitializeSizes(Ts); 
case 2,
sys=mdlUpdate(t,x,u,Ts); 
case 3,
sys=mdlOutputs(t,x,u,Ts); 
case 1,4,9, 
sys=[] ; 
otherwise
error([^Unhandled flag = \nura2str(flag)]); 
end;
function Csys,xO,str,ts]=nidlInitializeSizes(Ts); 
sizes = simsizes;
sizes.NumContStates = 0; sizes.NumDiscStates = 3;
sizes.NumOutputs = 1; sizes.Numlnputs = 1;
sizes.DirFeedthrough = 0;
sizes.NumSampleTimes = 1;
at least one sample time is needed
sys = simsizes(sizes);
initialize the initial conditions
xO = [0 0 0] ;
str is always an empty matrix 
str = [] ;
initialize the array of sample times
ts = [Ts 0] ;
end mdllnitializeSize

Update

function sys=mdlUpdate(t,x,u,Ts); 
deru=l/Ts*(u-x(l)); 
sys(l)=u; sys(2)=deru; 
if abs(deru)>700 
velunpeaked=x(2)/6; 
else
velunpeaked=deru/6 ; 
end
filtered unpeaked velocity alpha=~0.85; 
sys(3)=-alpha*x(3)+(1+alpha)*velunpeaked;
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mdlOutputs
Return the block outputs.

function sys=mdlOutputs(t,x,u,Ts); 
deru=l/Ts*(u-x(l)); 
if abs(deru)>700 velunpeaked=x(2)/6; 
else
velunpeaked=deru/6 ; 
end;
alpha=-0.85 ; sys=-alpha+x(3) + (1+alpha)*velunpeaked
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S-Function Online O ptim ization

function [sys,xO,str,ts]= optimisation(t,x,u,flag,Ts,LowerAngles,UpperAngles); 
switch flag, 
case 0,
[sys,xO,str,ts]=mdllnitialize8izes(Ts,LowerAngles,UpperAngles); 
case 2,
sys=mdlUpdate(t,x ,u ,T s ,LowerAngle s ,UpperAngles); 
case 3,
sys=mdlOutputs(t,x,u,Ts,LowerAngles,UpperAngles); 
case 1,4,9, 
sys=[] ; 
otherwise
error( [’Unhandled flag = \nu m 2 s t r (flag)] ) ; 
end;
function [sys,xO,str,ts]=mdlInitializeSizes(Ts,LowerAngles,UpperAngles);
sizes = simsizes;
sizes.NumContStates = 0;
sizes.NumDiscStates = 40;
sizes.NumOutputs = 14;
sizes.Numlnputs = 2;
sizes.DirFeedthrough = 2;
sizes.NumSampleTimes = 1;
sys = simsizes(sizes);

initialize the initial conditions 
xO = zeros(40,l);

str is always an empty matrix 
str = [] ;

initialize the array of sample times 
ts = [Ts] ;

end mdlInitializeSizes

Update

function sys=mdlUpdate(t,x,u,Ts,LowerAngles,UpperAngles); 
acceleration=u(2); 
velocity=u(l);
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a(2:(length(x)-20))=x(l:(end-21));
a(l)=acceleration;
b(2;(length(x)-20))=x(21:(end-1));
b(l)=velocity;
c=[a b ] ;
sys=c;

radlOutputs
Return the block outputs.

function sys=mdlOutputs(t,x,u,Ts,LowerAngles,UpperAngles); 
global
global oldangle nevangle oldstdacc
variables
dd = LowerAngles;
ee = UpperAngles;
input
velocity=u(l); 
acceleration=u(2);
calculate average velocity and average acceleration last 2sec
newstdacc = std(x(l: 20));
averagevel = mean(x(21:40));
averagevelnew = mean([velocity x(21:39)’]);
reset
oldangle = newangle;
start optimisation conditions
if (t == 0)
oldstdacc = 10;
oldangle = dd(l);
newangle = dd(l);
outlowangles = [newangle (dd(2)-(dd(l)-newangle)) dd(3) dd(4) dd(5) dd(6)]; 
outupangles = [ee(l) ee(2) ee(3) ee(4) ee(5) ee(6)]; 
sys = [outlowangles outupangles newangle newstdacc]; 
elseif ((averagevel > averagevelnew)AND (averagevel>40))
[newangle, oldstdacc, outlowangles, outupangles]=
=optimisationyes(oldangle, newstdacc, dd, ee);
sys = [outlowangles outupangles newangle averagevel];
elseif ((averagevel < averagevelnew)AND(averagevel>40))
[newangle, oldstdacc, outlowangles, outupangles]=
=optimisationno(oldangle, newstdacc, dd, ee) ;
sys = [outlowangles outupangles newangle averagevel];
else
[newangle, oldstdacc, outlowangles, outupangles]=
^optimisation(oldangle, newstdacc, dd, ee);
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sys = [outlowangles outupangles newangle averagevel]; 
end;

function optimisationyes

function [newangle, oldstdacc, outlowangles, outupangles]=
=optimisationyes(oldangle, newstdacc, dd, ee); 
newangle = oldangle-0.05 ; 
oldstdacc = newstdacc;
[outlowangles, outupangles]=muscle(newangle, dd, ee) ; 

function optimisâtionno

function [newangle, oldstdacc, outlowangles, outupangles]=
^optimisationno(oldangle, newstdacc, dd, ee); 
newangle = oldangle+0.2 ; 
oldstdacc = newstdacc;
[outlowangles, outupangles]=muscle(newangle, dd, ee); 

function optimisation

function [newangle, oldstdacc, outlowangles, outupangles]= 
=optimisation(oldangle, newstdacc, dd, ee); 
newangle = oldangle; 
oldstdacc = newstdacc;
[outlowangles, outupangles]=muscle(newangle, dd, ee) ; 

function muscle
function [outlowangles, outupangles]=muscle(newangle, dd, ee);

Lower
outupangles = [ee(l) ee(2) ee(3) ee(4) ee(5) ee(6)];
Quadricep 
outlowangles =
= [newangle (dd(2)“ (dd(l)-newangle)) dd(3) dd(4) dd(5) dd(6)];
Hamstring 
outlowangles =
=[dd(l) dd(2) newangle (dd(4)-(dd(3)-newangle)) dd(5) dd(6)];
Gluteals
outlowangles = [dd(l) dd(2) dd(3) dd(4) newangle (dd(6)-(dd(5)-newangle))] ; 

Upper
outlowangles = [dd(l) dd(2) dd(3) dd(4) dd(5) dd(6)];
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Quadricep
outupangles = [newangle (ee(2)-(ee(l)-newangle)) ee(3) ee(4) ee(5) ee(6)]; 
Hamstring
outupangles = [ee(l) ee(2) newangle (ee(4)-(ee(3)-newangle)) ee(5) ee(6)]; 
Gluteals
outupangles = [ee(l) ee(2) ee(3) ee(4) newangle (ee(6)-(ee(5)-newangle))];
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FES-Cycle Scirpt

Static Parameters
offset = [0 180]; calculate the stimulation times of the left limbs (fixed)
Binarycode = [1 2 4 8 16 32 64 128 256 512]; Binary => Decimal (fixed)
Degree = [0.352]; Convertion 1024 inctrements => 360 degrees (fixed)
Ts = 0.1; Sample Time

global oldangle oldstdacc newangle

Zero Set Shaft Encoder
zz = exist(^Storeangle’); if zz == 0
storeangle = 0;
else
end;

Static Parameters / Basic Setup for Variation-Optimisation 
max values of current right / left
curquad = [60 60]; curham = [60 60]; curglute = [60 60];
Weighting Quads, Hams, and Glutes 1 == 100
yl = 1 
y3 = 1 
y5 = 1

Quads
Hams
Glutes

Pattern Lower Angles (Symmetric). Right Side. Write -50 instead of 310 
al = 0; Quads 
a3 = 150; Hams 
a5 = 50; Glutes

Pattern Upper Angles (symmetric). Right Side.
bl = 145 
b3 = 325 
b5 = 165

Quads
Hams
Glutes

Delay Stiraulation-Force. If >1 =>Delay > 0.15s 
Constant = 1.5;

Calculations

Weighting Factors (Quads == 100)>Leftside, Symmetric 
y2 = yl; y4 = y3; y6 = y5;
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LowerAngles >Leftside, Symmetric
a2 = al+180; a4 = a3+180; a6 = aS+180;

Calculates Angles in Range 0 < a(z) < 360
a=[al a2 a3 a4 a5 a6]; for z=l:l:6;
if a(z) > 360
aa(z) = a(z) - 360;
else aa(z) = a(z);
end;
end;

UpperAngles >Leftside, Symmetric 
b2 = bl+180; b4 = b3+180; b6 = b5+180;

Calculates Angles in Range 0 < b(b) < 360
b=[bl b2 b3 b4 b5 b6]; for z=l:l:6;
if b(z) > 360
bb(z) = b(z) - 360;
else bb(z) = b(z);
end;
end;

Output Values

LowerAngles = [aa(D  aa(2) aa(3) aa(4) aa(5) aa(6)]; UpperAngles 
= [bb(D bb(2) bb(3) bb(4) bb(5) bb(6)];

Weighting = [yl y2 y3 y4 y5 y6] ; Weighting factors for stimulation current
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